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Abstract 

 

Objectives: This review aims to systematically examine and synthesise qualitative 

studies of patient and family recognition and experience of the pre-diagnostic stage 

of early dementia. 

Method: A meta-ethnographic approach was employed.  Systematic searches of 

Medline, Embase, PsychInfo, CINAHL and Web of Science were conducted.  Hand 

searches of article reference lists, selected journals and Google Scholar were 

completed.  Eight articles were identified for inclusion and appraised using a quality 

assessment framework. One article did not meet criteria and was removed. 

Results: Five themes were identified: prior beliefs of ageing and dementia; loss of 

self; relational adjustment; maintaining social value; and concern for the future. 

Conclusions: The meta-ethnography showed the role familial relationships can 

have on early recognition of dementia and their impact on living well with the 

onset of the disease.  Clinicians should reflect on the relationships people operate 

within to consider how they are likely to respond and cope with future disease 

progression. 

Keywords: Systematic review, Qualitative, Dementia, Patient and Family Dyad 

Experience. 
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Introduction 

 

Dementia is a public health priority and a major cause of disability for older adults 

worldwide (The World Health Organisation, 2015).  In the United Kingdom, it is 

estimated that 850,000 people will be living with the disease in 2015; this is 

expected to rise to one million by the year 2025 (Prince et al., 2014).  The 

estimated financial cost to the United Kingdom is projected to be up to £26 billion 

per year (Prince et al., 2014).  Dementia is an umbrella term used to describe a 

range of brain diseases characterised by progressive decline across intellectual and 

other mental functions.  In the earliest stages symptoms may be mild and affect 

memory, but as the disease advances it progressively impacts upon a range of 

cognitive and functional abilities leading to disability and dependency on others 

(The World Health Organisation, 2015). 

 

Despite there being no cure and limited treatments available to slow disease 

progression, an early and accurate diagnosis of dementia allows access to timely 

information, support, and care for patients and their families (Department of 

Health, 2009; The Scottish Government, 2013).  This is reflected in the key aims of 

United Kingdom government policy; Living Well with Dementia: A National 

Dementia Strategy (Department of Health, 2009) and Scotland’s National Dementia 

Strategy (The Scottish Government, 2013).   
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A significant challenge exists as the experience of symptom onset, recognition and 

the early stages of dementia differ from the linear pathway of other chronic and 

progressive diseases (Buntinx, et al., 2011).  Despite people with dementia 

reporting early insight around symptom onset (Leung et al., 2011), retrospective 

Australian (Speechly, et al., 2008), British (Chrisp, et al., 2011), Canadian (Leung, et 

al., 2011), Dutch, (van Vliet et al., 2013) and American studies (Morhadt, et al., 

2010) have demonstrated people delay contacting health services for between two 

and five years.  Confirmed diagnoses have shown to take on average, three years 

from initial symptom awareness (Chrisp, et al., 2011; Speechly, et al., 2008).    

 

Patient and family experiences of early stage dementia have been considered in 

the literature.  Steeman, et al., (2006) synthesised 28 qualitative studies (total 

sample n=414, median sample n=12).  Three transitional stages; pre-diagnosis, 

diagnosis and post-diagnosis, were outlined.  Pre-diagnosis described experiences 

of gradual symptom onset, multiple emotions and the use of strategies to assume 

control.  Diagnosis was triggered by arising needs or crisis points.  People sought 

help to validate their understanding of the possible causes of impairment.  A series 

of personal losses, feelings of irritation, frustration and uncertainty, and acts of 

self-maintenance and adjustment characterised post-diagnostic experiences 

(Steeman, et al., 2006).   
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A synthesis of 50 studies examining the lived experiences of patients diagnosed 

with early stage dementia delineated two central themes; “impact” and “coping” 

(de Boer, et al., 2007; of which 14 studies were included in Steeman et al., 2006).  

“Impact” was associated with quality of life, and defined by gradual functional 

losses, changes to significant relationships, and negotiating through feelings of fear, 

insecurity, confusion and disbelief.  Individuals “coped” by adopting emotion-

orientated (denial, avoidance, minimisation, normalisation and overcompensation) 

and problem-orientated strategies (facing and compensating, lowering aspirations, 

and maintaining control) (de Boer et al., 2007).  Assessment and care were 

perceived as effective when interventions maximised individual autonomy (de Boer 

et al., 2007).     

 

Subsequent reviews have considered the experiences of the diagnostic and post-

diagnostic stages as defined by Steeman et al., (2006).  Robinson et al. (2011) 

synthesised 62 qualitative and quantitative articles studying diagnostic experiences 

of dementia (patient and carers (n=35), professionals (n=24) and population 

surveys (n=3), total population n=7138, median n=30).   A thematic review of 126 

studies (total population n= 3095) reflected how people respond and adapt to a 

dementia diagnosis (Bunn et al., 2012).  Both reviews demonstrated the significant 

challenge to overcome psychological, social and functional losses, but revealed 

active attempts by individuals to assimilate and accommodate the disease into 

their lives (Bunn et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2011). 
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The socially embedded nature of the recognition and adaption to dementia has 

been appraised by two reviews (Ablitt, et al., 2009; Braun et al., 2009).  Braun et al., 

(2009) summarised the literature concerning the relational aspects of dementia 

caregiving; premorbid attachment style and caregiver strain were negatively 

correlated to engagement in pleasurable activities and thus their interpersonal 

relationship.  However, discrepant reports between people with dementia and 

their carers’ were exposed as a limitation.  Ablitt et al., (2009) reviewed 31 articles 

to study the influence relationship factors had on the experience of living with 

dementia.  A theoretical framework was proposed whereby, “prior relationship 

factors determine the form that the relationship will take in the context of 

dementia” (Ablitt, et al., 2009, p.506).  If the relationship quality declines, each 

individual’s emotional well-being may reduce, leading to lower functioning and 

symptom exacerbation (Ablitt, et al., 2009).  Both reviews reaffirmed the paucity of 

research directly involving people with dementia (Abitt et al., 2009; Braun et al., 

2009).  Furthermore, the use of dyad paradigms was proposed to facilitate a 

deeper understanding of the unique processes serving to enable individuals to live 

positively with early dementia (Braun et al., 2009). 

 

Review Rationale 

There is emerging evidence that symptom onset is characterised by varying 

awareness, symptom evaluation, and mixed emotions (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer 

et al., 2007; Steeman et al., 2006).  The existing literature illustrates experiences of 

diagnosis and post-diagnosis follow an individualised course but includes an 
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interaction between symptom recognition, biological, social and psychological 

changes, with help-seeking triggered when coping strategies fail or crisis points 

arise (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 2007; and Robinson et al., 2011).  Less 

evidence is available for the pre-diagnostic period.  Furthermore the way 

symptoms emerge through social interactions is highlighted as potentially 

impacting on how individuals recognise and respond to dementia (Ablitt et al., 

2009; Braun et al., 2009).  Qualitative techniques offer in-depth exploration of 

experiences and provide richer personal accounts to inform the understanding of 

the phenomenon. 

 

Due to the discrete processes noted in each transition (Steeman et al., 2006) 

further research was recommended.  This was to refine and deepen current 

understanding of individual and family perceptions when facing dementia and to 

develop proactive care commencing at diagnosis (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 

2007; Steeman et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2011).  Consequently, this systematic 

review seeks to further existing understanding of the research area and explore the 

available qualitative research not previously included in the reviews by Steeman et 

al., (2006) and de Boer, et al., (2007).  The review will specifically consider studies 

focusing on how spousal and familial dyads recognise and experience early stage 

dementia prior to diagnosis.    
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Research question  

How do people with dementia and their families recognise and experience the pre-

diagnostic stage of the disease? 

 

Method 

 

Search strategy  

A systematic search of the following databases was conducted between March and 

April 2015 and updated on 30th July 2015; Medline (OVID), Embase (OVID), 

PsychInfo (EBSCO), CINAHL (EBSCO) and Web of Science.  Searches of Google 

Scholar and selected journals; the Journal of Aging Studies and Dementia: The 

International Journal of Social Research and Practice were conducted. Subject 

heading and keyword searches used the terms outlined below.  No date restrictions 

were applied.  Boolean operators were used to combine search strings. 

 

1. Dementia Terms: Dementia / Alzheimer’s disease (subject headings) OR 

dementia OR Alzheimer*AND mild OR moderate OR early OR diagnos* OR 

recogni* OR help-seeking, 

AND  
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2. Patient/ Significant Other Dyad Terms: dyad (subject heading) OR dyad OR 

patient-carer OR caregiving OR carer-care recipient OR famil* OR spous* OR 

couple OR parent-child OR dyad* perspective OR relational perspective, 

AND 

3. Qualitative Research Terms: qualitative research OR qualitative studies 

(subject headings) OR qualitative OR experienc* OR narrat* OR focus group 

OR interview OR thematic OR phenomenolog* OR interpretative 

phenomenolog*. 

 

Identified studies from the electronic searches were reviewed against the inclusion 

and exclusion criteria.  The selected studies’ reference lists were checked and 

“cited by” searches completed to identify additional articles not found in the 

electronic search.   

 

Inclusion criteria  

 Main research focus exploring the pre-diagnostic experience of symptom 

onset or early stage dementia, 

 The patient is community dwelling, presents with early stage or mild 

dementia and is aged over 55 years, 

 The patient has a spouse or family member who also participated, 

 Qualitative methodological design, 
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 Written in English language, 

 Original research in published peer reviewed journals. 

 

Exclusion criteria 

 Main research question on the diagnostic or post-diagnostic stages of 

dementia or other aspects of living with the disease, 

 Samples that include only patients or only family members or people who 

reside in residential care or inpatient settings, 

 Quantitative or mixed methodological designs, 

 Articles included in the reviews by Steeman et al., (2006) or de Boer et al. 

(2007). 

 

Quality rating strategy  

Debate exists on the application of quality appraisal to qualitative research due to 

the multiple methodologies employed and the nature of the information that is 

obtained (Walsh and Downe, 2006).  However, it is deemed necessary to mitigate 

poor quality research from distorting outcomes, leading to flawed conclusions 

being drawn, particularly for health care practice (Dixon-Woods, et al., 2004).  It is 

reasoned quality appraisal may operate differently to quantitative appraisal 

checklists to account for the distinctive goals in qualitative research, while using 

the same broad concepts of validity and reliability (Mays and Pope, 2000).  Walsh 

and Downe (2006) developed a 12 item checklist based on the synthesis of eight 
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quality assessment frameworks to appraise qualitative studies in the context of 

meta-syntheses.  The checklist provides practical guidance to ensure a minimum 

level of quality assurance for health care practice and was used to quality appraise 

the selected articles in this review (Appendix 1.2).   

 

Each checklist item was marked as being present or absent to determine a profile 

of strengths and weaknesses for each article.  The process proved challenging as it 

led the author to consider the distinct qualitative methodologies to appraise each 

article.  Furthermore the checklist does not determine the extent the category 

criteria need to be met. To increase appraisal reliability a second independent 

reviewer appraised the articles using the same criteria and was blind to the 

author’s ratings.  The level of agreement was 95% and the discrepancies were 

resolved through discussion.  

 

Method of Synthesis  

Effective methods have developed to interpret and synthesise qualitative research 

articles based on differing philosophical assumptions (Ring, et al., 2010).  Meta-

ethnography was selected for this review as it is considered a leading approach to 

synthesise healthcare research and preserves the original accounts’ meanings 

(Atkins, et al., 2008; Ring et al., 2010).  The seven step method, first proposed by 

Noblit and Hare (1988), produces a third order interpretation giving rise to new 

insights in the area (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Stages of Meta-Ethnography (Noblit and Hare, 1988) 

Meta-Ethnography Stages  

 

Description 

1. Getting started Determining the research question that 

could be informed by qualitative research. 

2. Deciding what is relevant to the 

initial interest 

Defining the scope of the synthesis, 

identifying relevant studies, confirming 

inclusion criteria and quality assessment. 

3. Reading studies and extracting data Becoming familiar with the content of the 

studies and commencing the process of 

extracting “metaphors” or emerging 

themes. 

4. Determining how the studies are 

related 

Creating a list of themes or metaphors, 

comparing them and determining how they 

are related.   Reduce themes to relevant 

categories. 

5. Translating studies Arranging papers chronologically.  Checking 

first and second order constructs and 

translating these from one study to 

another. 

6. Synthesising translations Moving from initial reciprocal translations 

towards a higher third order interpretation, 

“a line of argument synthesis.” 

7. Expressing the Synthesis Presentation of results. 

 

Reflexivity 

Prior to conducting the synthesis, the author had worked with people with 

dementia, and conducted research into the lived experiences of family dyads 

presenting to memory clinics.  It is inescapable that such experiences informed and 

influenced the author’s approach to the synthesis.  Due to the nature of qualitative 

methods, there may have been other ways to interpret the content of the studies.  
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Results 

 

Systematic search results 

The systematic search of electronic databases and other sources returned 3596 

articles after duplicates were removed (n = 2107).  The selected journal searches 

identified ten articles, all of which were present in the database search.  The 

remaining articles were screened and 3560 articles were excluded.  36 full text 

articles were compared to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, leading to seven 

articles remaining for quality appraisal.  Hand searches of the selected article 

reference lists and “cited by” searches, identified no additional studies.  The 

updated electronic search yielded one more article.  Figure 1 illustrates the search 

results.   
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Articles identified through database searching 

(n=5412) 

2963 articles identified through OVID search of 
Embase (n = 1945) and MEDLINE (n=1018).  

978 articles identified through EbscoHost search 
of PsycINFO (n= 25) and CINAHL (n=953). 

1471 articles identified through Web of Science 

Articles identified through other 
sources (n= 291) 

Google Scholar (n=281) 
Hand search: Journal of Aging 
Studies (n=2) and Dementia: The 
International Journal for Social 
Research and Practice (n=8) 

 

3596 Articles remain after duplicates removed 
(n=2107) 

3596 Titles screened for relevance  

430 Abstracts screened for relevance 

8 Full text articles eligible for inclusion. Article 
quality to be appraised to consider final 
synthesis inclusion.  

 

3166 Articles removed 

394 Articles excluded 

Not in English language, n = 3 
Different research question, n = 285  
Not qualitative methodology, n = 12 
Not dyad sample, n = 94 

36 Full text articles read for relevance 
29 Articles excluded 

 
Not original research articles, n = 3 
Included in Steeman or de Boer, n=8 
Different research question, n=8 
Not qualitative methodology, n=5 
Not dyad sample, n = 5 

7 full text articles reference lists 
searched and “cited by” search 
completed.  n=0 additional articles 
identified. 

 

Figure 1: Flowchart of Systematic Search Strategy 

1 article identified on updated 
electronic database search. 
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Quality appraisal results 

Eight articles were appraised using Walsh and Downe’s (2006) framework (see 

Table 2).   Three studies met all 12 criteria (Koehn, et al., 2012; Leung, et al., 2011; 

Steeman, et al., 2007) and four studies met 11 out of 12 criteria owing to not 

demonstrating researcher reflexivity (Beard, et al., 2012; Garcia, et al., 2014; 

McCleary, et al., 2012; Moniz-Cook, et al., 2006).  The appraisal framework 

acknowledges many qualitative articles do not include such information due to 

publication word restrictions; therefore the decision was made to include these 

studies in the synthesis (Walsh and Downe, 2006).  One study only met five criteria 

(Johnston and Terp, 2015).  The study purpose, methodological design, and analytic 

approach were omitted.  To prevent poor quality research distorting the synthesis, 

the study was excluded (Dixon-Woods et al., 2004).  Seven studies remained for the 

meta-synthesis. 
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Table 2: Article Quality Appraisal Rating (Walsh and Downe, 2006) 

 

Meta-synthesis results  

In accordance with meta-ethnography (Noblit and Hare, 1988), the identified 

studies were synthesised to generate a third order interpretation.  Table 3 provides 

sample demographics, methodology, and original themes for each study.  The 

seven studies represented 107 people with dementia and 110 family members (66 

spouses and 54 family members).  Five new super-ordinate themes relating to 

patient and family experiences of early stage dementia were produced; 1) prior 

beliefs of ageing and dementia, 2) loss of self, 3) relational adjustment, 4) 
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maintaining social value, and 5) concern for the future.   Each theme will be 

discussed in turn.  Quotations are presented in italics and used to illustrate each 

theme.   Square brackets provide additional information.  
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Table 3: Included Articles (Characteristics and Themes) 

Study, Year and 

Country  

Method Sample Article Themes and Subthemes 

Moniz- Cook et al., 

2006, England 

Interpretative 

Phenomenological 

Analysis 

N=96, people with dementia 

(n= 48)  and spouses (n=28), 

adult children (n=17),  

extended family (n=3) 

1. Loss of the Mind (self) 

 

2. Loss Of Control 

 Function (Mobility & Continence) 

 Personality & Relationships 

 

3. Inevitability of Future (Loss of Pleasure & Dependency) 

 Family Upset: “concern for relatives” (Patient) 

 Care Homes: “put away” (Patient) 

 Future: “deterioration & decline” (Spouses) 

 Care Homes: “concern for relatives” (Spouses) 

 

Steeman et al., 

2007, Belgium 

Grounded Theory 

and Narrative 

Analysis 

N= 40, people with 

dementia (n=20) and their 

spouses (n= 6), adult 

children (n=13) extended 

family (n=1) 

1. Positive Story of Being Valued 

 Minimising Memory Problems 

 Emphasising remaining competencies and self-value 

 

2. Balancing Being of Value and Being Worthless 

 

3. Struggling to Remain of Value 
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Study, Year and 

Country  

Method Sample Article Themes and Subthemes 

Leung et al., 2011, 

Canada 

Inductive Thematic 

Analysis 

N= 13, people with 

dementia (n=6) and their 

spouses (n=5) and children 

(n=2) 

 

1. Becoming Aware of Memory Problems 

2. Attributing Meanings to Symptoms 

3. Initiating Help-seeking 

4. Acknowledging the Severity of Cognitive Changes 

5. Obtaining a Definitive Diagnosis 

 

Beard et al., 2012, 

USA 

Grounded Theory 

Constant 

Comparative 

Analysis  

N=20, people with dementia 

(n=10) and spouses (n=10) 

Couples described responding to dementia by: 

 

1. Retained Abilities - Manageable Disability 

2. Support Persons Find Individual “Tricks” versus Group Support 

3. Support Persons Promote Autonomy versus Admitting Discontent 

4. Perceptions of Alzheimer’s Disease changing According to Diagnosis 

 

Koehn et al., 2012, 

Canada 

Critical 

Constructionist 

Approach 

N=20, People with dementia 

(n=10) and their caregivers – 

spouses (n=9), child (n=1). 

Chinese Canadians 

The processes familial dyads go through to consider the presence of 

dementia include: 

 

1. Diverse and Varied Symptom Experience 

2. Development of Hypotheses for Symptom Appraisal 

3. Help-seeking; cultural understanding versus resource  

Accessibility 

4. Contact with care providers: dismissal of symptoms and delays 
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Study, Year and 

Country  

Method Sample Article Themes and Subthemes 

McCleary et al., 

2012, Canada 

Qualitative Content 

Analysis 

N=14, people with dementia 

(n=6) and their family; 

spouses (n=3) and adult 

children (n=5).  South Asian 

Canadians 

1. Perception:  perceiving and recognising the problem exists 

 Noticing early changes 

 Acknowledging the presence of a problem 

 Recognition after trauma 

 Ambivalence before problem acknowledgement 

 

2. Action: How participant’s coped 

 

3. Affect: Emotions rousing help seeking behaviour 

 

Garcia et al 2014, 

Canada 

Qualitative Content 

Analysis 

N= 14, people with 

dementia (n=7) and 

spouses(n=5) and children 

(n=2), French Canadians 

Participant dyads described the early stages of the disease as being 

associated with: 

 

1. Initial Symptom onset: lack of awareness & recognition 

2. Accumulation of Subtle Changes, not one event 

3. Support and advice gained from within the family 

4. Professionals familiar with their personal history 
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Prior Beliefs of Ageing and Dementia 

 

Every study described participants’ prior beliefs surrounding ageing processes and 

knowledge of dementia.  Initial symptom onset was often termed by patients and 

their families as within the confines of normal ageing (Beard et al., 2012; Koehn et 

al., 2012, Leung et al., 2011; McCleary et al., 2012 and Steeman et al., 2007). One 

patient reflected on her attributions around symptom onset: 

 

“I did not think that I have the disease before, I would say I am getting old 

and forgetful.  This is very natural … So I think I am not unusual.  Just a bit 

older … Yes, especially think that my grandmother, mother, they all said that 

… getting older would be clumsy, not clear in mind ...” (Koehn, et al., 2012 

p.49) 

 

Often individuals based their interpretations on symptom presence and to societal, 

familial, and cultural representations of aging: 

 

“At this age, this is bound to happen’ …everyone said it… the doctor didn’t 

say it. But acquaintances, friends, people at home are all saying that if you 

are advanced in age, then these things happen.”  (Person with dementia, 

McCleary, et al., 2012 p.776) 
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Patients and families described minimising symptoms, particularly if mild or had 

little influence on daily function: 

 

“Because after all, when you get older, you get older.  If you forget 

something, well it’s not a big thing.” (Female with dementia, Garcia et al., 

2014 p. 971) 

 

Attributing symptoms to normal ageing did not appear to be related to one culture 

or background.  Consistent personal and societal representations were shown 

across British, Belgian, and Canadian samples (Moniz-Cook, et al., 2006; Leung et 

al., 2011; Steeman et al., 2007) and Chinese and South-Asian ethnic backgrounds 

(Koehn et al., 2012; McCleary et al., 2012).  One study also highlighted how 

religious beliefs led to alternative interpretations.  Here one patient reflects on his 

Hindu beliefs: 

 

“I think, well first of all this is natural.  You can’t help too much.  This is, 

everything is, on a decline … this Law of Shiva is working.  Everything is 

deteriorating, getting back to the recycle process.” (Male with dementia, 

McCleary et al., 2012, p.776) 
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Patient experiences of symptom onset were also embedded within the context they 

occurred: 

 

“We all have moments where you’ve misplaced something and you’re 

frustrated and maybe you’re rushing to do something…That could just be a 

bad day at the office.” (Male with dementia, Leung et al., 2011, p.375) 

 

Prior to diagnosis, family members more often noticed episodes of memory loss 

compared to other aspects of the disease.  Family members attributed symptoms to 

co-morbid physical illness or medication side effects (Garcia et al., 2014; Koehn et 

al., 2012; Leung et al., 2011): 

 

“So, we were going through several different treatments … trying to find 

something that could help that.  And we blamed this on his medication.”  

(Female, husband with dementia, Leung et al., 2011, p. 376) 

 

Previous experiences of dementia led individuals to possess greater symptom 

knowledge and anticipate deterioration.  However, rather than promoting 

recognition, awareness instilled apprehension and avoidance of the possibility the 

disease could have a personal impact: 
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“my father, he had it … not the same person, didn’t know himself, thought I 

was his mother … he became a different person, lost his mind, that’s why I 

don’t want to know about it … dementia, because I don’t want to think what 

came of him.” (Female with dementia, Moniz-Cook et al., 2006, p.381) 

 

Loss of Self  

Participants in all studies expressed aspects of the individual that had been lost to 

dementia.  The majority had clear insight and recognised the changes prior to, or 

simultaneously with, their family: 

 

“[Alzheimer’s is] The loss of self as others know you, as others knew you.” 

(Female, husband with dementia, Beard et al., 2012, p.7) 

 

Memory lapses, reduced concentration and repetitive questioning were perceived 

by many as a minor aspect of change (Garcia et al., 2014; Koehn et al., 2012; Leung 

et al., 2011; Moniz-Cook et al., 2006; McCleary et al., 2012; Steeman et al., 2007): 

 

“At least with the disease in the beginning, it was not that serious.  

Occasionally he forgot to turn off the water tap, or sometimes he forgot 

where things were kept.  These have kept for 1 to 2 years with those 

[symptoms].” (Female, husband with dementia, Koehn et al., 2012, p.47)  
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More salient losses were socially contextualised and related to aspects of declining 

physical health, and participation in hobbies (Beard et al., 2012; Leung et al., 2011; 

Moniz-cook et al., 2006).  Here, a patient described her realisation of losing skills: 

 

“I’m telling you, I have forgotten how to do oils.  And I cried. Tears have run 

down my face twice at art class because I can’t make the connection … That 

hurts my soul.”  (Female with dementia, Leung, et al., 2011, p.376) 

 

The onset of disorientation was described by a patient’s spouse:  

 

“He used to forget directions.  When we drove anywhere, very familiar 

places, he would forget how to get there.  And when he got there, he would 

forget how to get home.” (Female, Husband with cognitive decline, Beard et 

al., 2012, p.6). 

 

Spouses reflected on their partner’s losses and how the changes related to them 

through altering their shared pleasure and experiences: 
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“If we can’t go dancing…have holidays, enjoy together there is little left for 

me…maybe her too.” (Male, wife with dementia, Moniz-Cook et al., 2006, 

p.383) 

 

A challenging aspect appeared to relate to the social impact of losing means of 

communication had on spousal relationships (Koehn et al., 2012; Leung et al., 2011; 

McCleary et al., 2012; and Steeman et al., 2007):    

 

“Dinners becoming too much now … problem is the wife likes them…I feel 

noise in my head … keeping track of conversations, that’s difficult … then 

they ask why I am quiet.  Must give them up … these dinners … never been a 

social person, but my wife she likes them.” (Male with dementia, Moniz-

Cook, et al., 2006, p.380) 

 

Furthermore a husband elucidates the gradual recognition of loss for both himself 

and his wife with dementia: 

 

“It’s not memory, conversations are not the same … we liked debating … it’s 

like she’s [wife referred to memory clinic] lost herself … It’s what I miss. 

She’s the outgoing one, so now there is no one to talk to properly … I can’t 
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replace that … her.” (Male, wife with dementia; Moniz-Cook et al., 2006, 

p.383) 

 

Fragmented communication was described when an external relation expressed 

concern: 

 

“And then we started noticing that even his brother with whom they talk, he 

will sort of, they’ll talk about something.  The next time he speaks he will ask 

the same thing, or they will tell something and he’s asking again, or he’s 

forgotten completely.” (Female, husband with dementia, McCleary, et. al., 

2012, p.778)  

 

Rather than dementia being experienced as a series of cognitive losses, the 

interpersonal nature in which changes manifest is highlighted.  The examples 

demonstrate that communication difficulties and reduced societal participation 

were disabling factors from the earliest stage of the disease.  

 

Relational Adjustment 

In all but one study (Leung et al., 2011) changes in relationship dynamics were 

described: 
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“…medical science has much to offer, but in the end it’s up to the person, 

ourselves to fight and manage … no one can do this for you.” (Male, wife 

with dementia, Moniz-Cook, et al., 2006 p.385) 

 

In spousal dyads the expectations of the affected partner were often reduced, while 

remaining capabilities were emphasised.  Changes in marital functioning at the 

onset of decline were described: 

 

“I do not want to focus on [Alzheimer’s].  I do not need to.  So far, we are 

going along fine … He thanks me for every meal.  He washes all my dishes.  

He has done so for years.  He does not do as many things around the house.  

But, he found an error in our statement that the bank had made that I 

overlooked.  He watches the bank statements.” (Female, husband with 

dementia, Beard et al., 2012, p. 4) 

 

Moreover, the subtle changes in the spouses’ interpersonal relationship are 

defined: 

 

“When I am not clear about something, I just talk to [Husband] about it or 

figure it out myself.  I mean it takes me a little longer, perhaps, than 
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somebody who did not have Alzheimer’s, but you know, that’s not a 

problem.  You’re just sometimes a little bit slower.  Wouldn’t you say? 

[Asking husband, who concurs] So, I mean, we sort of do things together.” 

(Female with dementia, Beard et al., 2012, p.4) 

 

Family members altered their interactions and the type of support they provided 

people with dementia.  These adjustments appeared to evolve naturally to enable 

the person to maintain an active role within their relationship: 

 

“I don’t clean that much anymore.  That’s my maid [pointing to her son].  He 

does everything.  Actually, I don’t need to do anything anymore, if I don’t 

want to.  But I still try to keep busy, doing one thing or another.  Not the 

heavy work, but I still try to do as much as possible.” (Female with dementia, 

Steeman, et al., 2007, p.124) 

 

Maintaining Social Value 

All studies delineated instances where people with cognitive decline attempted to 

remain of value by focusing upon their continued areas of strength.  One individual 

emphasised his remaining abilities while contemplating his possible future: 
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“I’m quite fit…feel in my 60s. Out every day in my garden, an hour walk, 

morning and evening, get out twice a week to the country, walking.  

Sometimes I fish.  It’s the everyday simple things that matter – fresh air, 

weather doesn’t bother me … If I can’t walk… get out walking…there is little 

left to enjoy,” (Male with dementia, Moniz-Cook et al., 2006, p.380) 

 

His emphasis on physical ability demonstrates how hope can help to maintain an 

individual’s functioning.  Moreover, practical steps to facilitate engagement in 

purposeful activities and communication were emphasised: 

 

“If you are just lazy and don’t think about anything, you’ll forget, I like to 

read.  I like to study.  I like to meet people and walk around.  Keep my 

actions going.” (Male with dementia, Beard et al., 2012, p, 7) 

 

Attempting to remain of value, through masking and minimising decline, can enable 

individuals to stay engaged with others even when dementia progresses.  In three 

studies (Beard et al., 2012; Moniz-Cook et al., 2006; Steeman et al., 2007) 

expressions of self-worth within relationships were stressed: 

 

“We’re a team, enjoy dancing once a week, eating with our friends … my 

wife’s a practical person, likes doing things … cooking, eating out, dancing 
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but quite shy, she will be lost if my mind goes” (Male with dementia, Moniz-

Cook, et al., 2006, p.381). 

 

A grandmother responded to being unable to care for her grandchildren by 

pursuing value in her retained abilities: 

 

“Oh I can accept it.  If I were a poor soul and had to sit here and do nothing, 

then it would be worse.  But I still do my work here and I drive the car.  I 

don’t feel written off as a dead loss.  It doesn’t bother me that I have to take 

that pill [acetylcholinesterase inhibitor].” (Female with dementia, Steeman 

et al., 2007, p126) 

 

The studies explicitly described how people with dementia and families use 

concrete strategies to promote function and retain social value (Beard et al., 2012; 

Garcia et al., 2014; McCleary et al., 2012): 

 

 “I’ve always put notes around.  I’ve tried to get [my husband] to do it but he 

wouldn’t do it.  He wouldn’t put notes around.  He was fine if you gave him a 

note and you left him a list.” (Female, husband with cognitive decline, Beard 

et al., 2012, p.6) 
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The use of coping strategies demonstrates the onset of dementia is not passively 

experienced.  Overtly recording events and information limits individuals’ 

succumbing to the disease and becoming marginalised from others (Beard et al., 

2012; McCleary et al., 2012; Steeman et al., 2007).  Despite the practical steps 

described here, the emotional burden on maintaining this stance was observed.  In 

all but one study (Leung et al., 2011) families acknowledged feelings of fear, 

sadness, anxiety and frustration in continuing to uphold the person with dementia’s 

functioning.  In the following excerpt, a gentleman describes his struggle to 

maintain previous function: 

 

“The challenge is the only thing driving part of it.  Now I depend on public 

transport.  Other than that, [in a broken voice] I lead a normal life.” Which 

he later explained, “I don’t like to be shut in.” (Male with dementia, 

McCleary, et al., 2012, p.780) 

 

Concern for the Future 

Familial dyads described integrating the disease into their lives, with a diagnosis 

becoming a means for considering their current and future needs (Beard et al., 

2012; Koehn et al., 2012; Leung et al., 2011; Moniz-Cook et al., 2006; Steeman et 

al., 2007).  In some instances this instilled hope for a better quality of life: 
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“Once diagnosed, well I knew what to expect … whereas now, what follows 

is a better quality of life for the time left.  If there is no cure, we can at least 

give that [better quality of life]… Therefore people must know the, what and 

how of everything that is happening because it is on the rise [Alzheimer’s 

disease].” (Person with dementia, Garcia et al., 2014, p.968) 

 

The following example characterises the transition spouses make from how they 

operate within a couple towards how they might cope with an alternative future: 

 

“It’s a challenge.  It’s a problem.  You’ve got a problem, you do what you can 

and you do not give up and you adapt.  It’s up to me to make myself happy, 

nobody else.  I find things that give me what I need.  Our life together is a 

challenge.” (Female, husband with cognitive decline, Beard, et al, 2012, p.8) 

 

Personal experiences of the disease, attributions relating to medication and formal 

care provision influenced individuals’ emotional responses (Garcia et al., 2014; 

McCleary et al., 2012; Moniz-Cook et al., 2006): 

 

“In the end it’s a home for me if I have it … Alzheimer’s, Kath, my wife won’t 

cope, I know…I don’t blame her.  You become a vegetable there … no 

conversation, nothing to do, won’t get out for walks, no exercise.  It’s a case 
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of if you don’t use it you lose it.  Now you see why I don’t want to know 

about it…Kath must not know … she won’t cope.”  (Male with dementia, 

Moniz-Cook, et al., 2006, p.381) 

 

Individuals expressed worry for how their family may respond to their declining 

health and contemplated ways they could limit the impact: 

 

“Never liked drugs to control … my mind …will take them for him I suppose.  

After all if I get bad he will have to look after me.  It will be too bad for him if 

I hadn’t tried the mind drug.” (Female with dementia, Moniz-Cook et al., 

2006, p.385) 

 

Whereas in this excerpt, the husband anticipates his endeavour to provide 

appropriate care for his wife with dementia: 

 

“Her mother had it, senility … lost her mind …didn’t use the toilet, know what 

she was doing … toilet, dressing, baths, seeing to her … Ann [wife] did that 

for her mother.  If Ann needs seeing to, we have no children … hope I can do 

for her.” (Male, wife with dementia, Moniz –Cook, et al., 2006, p.382) 
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Discussion 

 

Five super-ordinate themes were generated by synthesising seven qualitative 

studies considering patient and family experiences of the onset and early stages of 

dementia: 1) prior beliefs of ageing and dementia, 2) loss of self, 3) relational 

adjustment, 4) maintaining social value, and 5) concern for the future.  This meta-

ethnography is largely consistent with existing literature relating to experiences of 

dementia across the stages of decline (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer, et al., 2007; 

Robinson et al., 2011; Steeman et al., 2006).  This synthesis serves to highlight that 

the process of assimilation and adjustment between individuals and family 

members commences earlier than the point of diagnosis, often through subtle 

changes from symptom onset. 

 

In the earliest stages individuals’ symptom interpretations are constructed from 

pre-existing knowledge of dementia in addition to personal and societal 

expectations of older age.  Ageing attributions characterised by anticipated 

physical, cognitive and social change are in agreement with the literature on ageing 

perceptions (Ayalon, 2015; Warmoth, et al., 2015).  Consistent with previous 

research (Luszcz, et al, 2015; Warmoth et al., 2015), participants’ understanding 

served to normalise symptoms and minimise functional decline, which as a 

consequence, limited alternative explanations and formal help being sought.  This 

could in part explain help seeking delays of up to five years (Chrisp, et al., 2011; 

Morhadt, et al., 2010; Speechly, et al., 2008).   
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Three studies included participants from minority ethnic groups.  Multiple barriers 

are recognised to influence help seeking in minority groups (Mukadam, et al., 

2011).  The factors include; normalising symptoms, attributing dementia to physical 

health, religious, social or psychological factors, and beliefs relating to the family 

responsibility for care provision, as well as community stigma and lack of 

knowledge of available treatments (Mukadam, et al., 2011).  It is therefore 

acknowledged that these barriers may have been present in the synthesis sample 

and could have influenced the themes identified.  Koehn et al., (2012) reflected that 

previous cultural explanations (Mukadam, et al., 2011) however may be insufficient 

to account for symptom recognition.  Instead general social constructs relating to 

ageing beliefs and attributions related to functioning in older age may add to 

understanding of the distinct processes involved in dementia recognition (Ayalon, 

2015; Koehn et al., 2012; Warmoth et al., 2015).  The samples presented here were 

minority groups residing within a western country (Garcia et al., 2014; Koehn et al., 

2012; McCleary et al., 2012) and this may also have served to impact on their 

experiences.  The participants included in the seven articles resided in four western 

countries (Belgium, Canada, England and the United States of America).  Each 

country has its’ own distinct health and social care systems which range from state 

to insurance provision.  Consequently the participants included in the review were 

operating within diverse health care system’s which may have further influenced 

decision making to seek help.  Limited access to health care through insurance 

provision has been shown to reduce the likelihood of help seeking behaviour 

(Blackwell et al., 2007).  Further research is required to clarify the presence of 
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differential pathways for different ethnic groups and the impact different health 

and social care systems can have on help-seeking behaviour. 

 

Consistent with previous reviews (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer, et al., 2007; Steeman 

et al., 2006), the outcomes here demonstrate families work together and respond 

to decline by adopting strategies to maintain value and live positively with 

dementia.  This appears to validate the theoretical framework proposed by Ablitt et 

al., (2009) whereby relationship quality serves to preserve emotional wellbeing, 

limit decline, and minimise symptom impact.  The manner in which the 

interpersonal relationships adjust to cognitive decline can act as a key moderator to 

delay diagnosis seeking.  This is consistent with other qualitative literature inferring 

informal family support is favoured in the early stages of disease (Werner, et al., 

2014). 

 

Most participants described a future with dementia as instilling fear and anxiety. 

The predictions provided insight into how individuals asserted what impact the 

disease may have on their personal and family’s future.  A review of lived diagnostic 

experiences indicated the expression of short term distress at diagnosis did not lead 

to long term mental health difficulties for patients (Robinson et al., 2011).  Instead, 

negative emotional responses are shown to be based on an individual’s social and 

personal experiences, with fear shifting an individual’s attention to the present 

rather than future self (Kristiansen, et al., 2015).  The ability to maintain their sense 
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of self appears to limit acknowledgement of progressive decline and lessen 

anticipation of the future (Bunn et al., 2012).  This process was observed in a 

longitudinal study where individuals with early stage dementia reviewed their 

future and personal values and moved from, “being valued for what you do,” to 

“being valued for who you are,” (Steeman, et al., 2013, p.235).  In this synthesis, 

participants’ emotional responses and attributions may represent the start of this 

changing value base. 

 

People with dementia have the right for their experiences to be included in 

research. However, it is acknowledged that the recruitment and consent 

procedures require substantial consideration due to the added complexity of 

working with this population (McKeown, et al., 2010).  This review further 

demonstrates the value of including people with dementia in research. 

   

By including the experiences of family dyads, this meta-ethnography adds to the 

wider evidence base on early stage dementia (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 

2007; Robinson et al., 2011) and family carers’ experiences of the later stages of the 

disease (Gilles, 2011).  The experiences reported here are consistent with the 

literature and highlight the social contexts in which symptoms of dementia emerge 

and are responded to.  This review suggests in the early stages of dementia, the 

assignment of the care giving role in family dyads may be more appropriately 

represented as an altered form of relationship, with both individuals continuing to 
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contribute to maintain function and minimise disability.  Together the experiences 

across the dementia timeline form an understanding of how services can provide 

appropriate support for patients and their families.  However conceptualising the 

unique processes involved in the differential relationships of spouses and family 

members still requires development (Ablitt et al., 2009; Braun et al., 2009).   

 

Excluded Articles 

Eight studies were excluded during the systematic search of the literature as a 

result of being included in the reviews by Steeman et al., (2006) or de Boer et al., 

(2007).  The decision to exclude the articles was based on the synthesis rationale to 

advance understanding from the existing published reviews.  It is acknowledged 

that the excluded studies present consistent themes to those derived in this review.  

It is possible that inclusion of the articles may have contributed by providing 

supplementary accounts of the area under study.  However the decision to exclude 

the studies is instead contextualised in the synthesis rationale to advance 

understanding of the phenomenon, rather than to include all published articles.  

Taken together, the reviews by Steeman et al., (2006) and de Boer et al., (2007) 

with this synthesis represent the experiences of those with early dementia before 

diagnostic confirmation.     

  

The Johnston and Terp study (2015) was excluded to avoid flawed conclusions 

being drawn and decreasing the synthesis quality (Walsh and Downe, 2006).  Of the 
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four themes Johnston and Terp (2015) generated, “developing coping skills” and 

“anger” could relate to the current theme, “relational adjustment.” However the 

paucity of quotes prevented interpretation of the extent the themes represented 

the participants’ experiences.  Theoretical stance and analytic approach omissions 

further undermined the study validity.  Therefore the decision maintained the 

synthesis integrity. 

 

Limitations 

Due to the range of the synthesis, the systematic search was restricted to published 

peer-reviewed journal articles.  It is acknowledged that qualitative outcomes are 

often reported in unpublished and alternative sources.  Therefore relevant studies, 

which may have influenced the outcomes, may have been omitted.  Moreover, a 

sampling bias could exist as participants may have been more able and motivated 

to contribute to research.  Those who did not participate may possess divergent 

experiences from those outlined here.  This meta-ethnography concedes it may not 

represent all experiences of early stage dementia. 

 

All but one of the studies (Moniz-Cook et al., 2006) used retrospective samples.  

The patients remained in the early stages of dementia, but had been diagnosed 

between three months and four years prior to participating.  Emotional responses, 

symptom awareness and coping strategies have been shown to vary over time 

(Aminzadeh, et al., 2007; Bunn et al., 2012).  Notably, individuals are shown to alter 
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their coping responses in the year post diagnosis (Clare, et al., 2005).  Despite the 

studies focusing on the pre-diagnostic stage, the studies represent patients who are 

at different points in the assimilation process.  Therefore their accounts of the 

period may have altered over time.  

 

Furthermore, significant overlap exists in relation to the experience of living with 

the disease across the discrete early, middle and advanced stages of decline.  

Adjustment is observed to be a gradual idiosyncratic process (Bunn et al., 2012; de 

Boer et al., 2007; Robinson, et al., 2011; Steeman et al., 2006).  Therefore, the 

review themes may extend beyond patients defined as in the early stages to 

community dwelling individuals who maintain their social identity.  By excluding 

studies on earlier and later experiences, important concepts could have been 

omitted.  However the review may have lost specificity to the original aim.  Instead 

this review can be included with the literature on diagnostic (Robinson et al., 2011) 

and post diagnostic experiences (Bunn et al., 2012) to represent the early stage 

dementia pathway.   

 

Heterogeneity existed across the familial samples, cultural background (Garcia et 

al., 2014; Koehn et al., 2012; McCleary et al., 2012) and environment (Beard et al., 

2012) of the studies.  These factors may have influenced each study author’s 

interpretations.  During the analysis phase of this meta-ethnography, the 

contextual aims of both the original studies and the current review were reflected 
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upon by the author.  This ensured commitment to the review aim, but 

acknowledged the influence the different studies may have had on the themes 

generated.  

 

Clinical Practice and Research Implications  

The synthesis results may inform public health providers and memory clinic services 

of the information that may facilitate earlier insight and recognition of dementia by 

patients and their families.  In line with government policy, this may assist targeting 

those who are contemplating seeking support more effectively in order to provide 

accurate information and timely diagnoses (The Scottish Government, 2013).  

Furthermore, the synthesis results may assist clinicians to review the role of 

families in supporting and enabling patients to maintain function.  This may prompt 

the provision of support and care for individuals and their family even before a 

formal diagnosis has been made.    

 

Conclusion 

 

This meta-ethnography demonstrates individuals and their families experience 

marked cognitive and functional changes as well as, psychological and social 

adjustment commencing from symptom onset.  Interpersonal strategies and 

relational adjustments can serve to maintain function and quality of life in the pre-

diagnostic phase.  Such experiences, predicated by ageing attributions, disease 
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awareness and concern for their future, are shown, in part, to account for help-

seeking delays.  This knowledge may inform services targeting information to 

patients and their families contemplating seeking a diagnosis, as well as informing 

how to appropriately support families facing the earliest stages of dementia. 
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Plain English Summary 

 

Background 

Formal diagnosis can help people with memory loss and intellectual changes 

associated with dementia access treatment and care.  However, symptoms are 

often unrecognised and linked to normal ageing, physical illness, denial and 

avoidance.  Help seeking can be delayed and only triggered when difficulties reach a 

“crisis point”.  To help earlier recognition, dementia research has retrospectively 

explored patient and family experiences of the time before diagnosis.  However, 

recall of symptoms and events can change after diagnostic confirmation.  Little 

research has explored patient and family experiences before receiving a diagnosis.  

 

Research Question 

How do patients and their significant others (a person who knows them well) notice 

and make sense of the early symptoms?  What are the triggers for them to attend 

memory services?  

 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were English speaking patients aged over 65 years who had attended 

an initial memory clinic assessment.  Patients were required to be able to 
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remember when the symptoms started and have presented with early stage 

cognitive changes associated with Alzheimer’s disease or vascular dementia.  Those 

with moderate to severe symptoms, or other types of dementia were excluded 

from the study.  Patients presenting with mental health difficulties which affected 

their daily life and those with verbal communication problems were also excluded.  

Patients who did not have a significant other who could also participate in the 

interviews were not eligible to participate.    

 

Recruitment 

Participants were identified by clinic staff during their first memory clinic 

appointment and provided with written study information.  A research 

appointment was arranged for those who expressed an interest in taking part, with 

the researcher.  Each participant provided informed written consent. 

 

Design 

Ten separate in-depth interviews, lasting 45 minutes on average, were completed 

with five patient and significant other dyads.  Interviews were recorded on a digital 

voice recorder, typed out exactly onto a computer and all identifying information 

removed.  The project used Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) to 

understand the common themes participants gave to their experiences. 
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Key Findings 

Before seeking a diagnosis, patients and their significant others monitored 

symptoms for many years.  Five main themes were identified:  

1. The way people considered early symptoms were linked to their prior 

experiences and beliefs about ageing.   

2. People became aware of problems through memory loss, disorientation and 

others raising concerns.   

3. Families responded to symptoms by using a range of practical and social 

supports to maintain function.   

4. The decision to tell others was linked to perceptions of their current and 

future needs and the anticipated benefit of diagnosis.   

5. The start of cognitive changes triggered participants’ view of their future to 

alter.  They described fear of losses but hope for treatment and care.   

 

Conclusion 

The findings suggest improvements in public awareness of symptoms, diagnosis and 

supports may facilitate earlier help-seeking.  Understanding dyad experiences may 

help clinicians and service providers provide accurate and timely support to families 

seeking help and undergoing assessment.   
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Abstract 

 

Background: There is a national drive to provide early dementia diagnoses.  Patient 

and family attributions at symptom onset contribute to significant help-seeking 

delays.  Most qualitative studies have interpreted retrospective accounts of the pre-

diagnostic period.  However, experiential attributions are demonstrated to change 

over time.  Few studies have sought patient and family dyad perspectives prior to 

diagnosis. 

 

Aim: This qualitative study sought to explore patient and family experiences of 

early cognitive decline and help-seeking during the pre-diagnostic stage. 

 

Method: Five patient and familial dyads were interviewed separately to explore 

their experiences of early stage cognitive decline and help-seeking decisions.  

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was employed to identify emerging 

themes. 

 

Results: Five super-ordinate themes were identified: The inevitability of ageing; 

problem awareness; living with forgetting; disclosure to others; and how am I going 

to be today? 
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Conclusions: Patient and family dyads have early insight into symptom onset.  

Before diagnosis, attributions towards ageing, co-morbid illness and contextual 

factors limit concern.  Help-seeking was precipitated by functional decline exposing 

the individual to potential risks.  Health services were a source of reassurance, 

particularly when there was a lack of social supports available. Improvements in 

public awareness of symptoms, assessment and available care for dementia may 

encourage earlier help seeking. 
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Introduction 

 

In the United Kingdom, 850,000 people are estimated to be living with dementia in 

2015, however over half do not receive a formal diagnosis (Prince et al., 2014).  The 

diagnostic pathway can be prolonged by difficulties recognising symptoms (Buntinx, 

et al., 2011). Retrospective studies indicate help-seeking delays from two to five 

years (Chrisp, et al., 2011; Leung, et al., 2011; Speechly, et al., 2008; van Vliet et al., 

2013).   In order to optimise health and wellbeing, an early diagnosis of dementia is 

crucial to provide timely support, care, and treatment for patients and their families 

(The Scottish Government, 2013).   

 

Help-seeking delays have been explored within qualitative studies utilising 

retrospective patient and family accounts of early stage dementia.  Symptom onset 

is characterised by declining ability across contexts, multiple emotions and 

interpersonal changes, with recognition following an idiosyncratic course (Bunn et 

al., 2012; Chrisp, et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 2007; Steeman, et al., 2006).  

Individuals use multiple practical and interpersonal strategies to minimise symptom 

impact and maintain their self-concept (de Boer et al., 2007; Leung et al., 2011; 

Innes, et al., 2014; Steeman et al., 2006).  

 

Help-seeking can be delayed while individuals monitor the legitimacy of their 

concerns and is hindered by denial and resistance from family members (Bunn et 
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al., 2012; Chrisp et al., 2012; Innes et al, 2014).  A systematic review of 48 studies 

suggests four impediments to help-seeking; socioeconomic barriers, increased 

disease severity, beliefs and, limited knowledge and experience of dementia 

(Werner, et al., 2014).  Referrals to services for diagnosis were triggered by 

functional deterioration or “crisis points” when coping strategies failed (Bunn et al., 

2012; Chrisp et al., 2012; Steeman et al., 2006).   

 

Most qualitative studies examining the pre-diagnostic period have been conducted 

with retrospective samples, up to four years after diagnosis (Bunn et al., 2012; de 

Boer et al., 2007; Garcia et al., 2014; Innes et al., 2014; Koehn et al., 2012; Leung et 

al., 2011; McCleary et al., 2012; Steeman, et al., 2006).  Retrospective accounts 

have been shown to change after confirmation of a dementia diagnosis, with 

individuals altering their coping strategies within the first year post diagnosis (Clare, 

Roth and Pratt, 2005).  People experience varied emotions and symptom awareness 

while they begin to adjust their expectations and accommodate dementia into their 

lives (Aminzadeh, et al., 2007; Bunn et al., 2012).  Furthermore, individuals’ 

attributions become focused on the present rather than future self to limit distress 

considering their future (Kristiansen, et al., 2015).  Therefore, the retrospective 

accounts outlined in qualitative studies represent pre-diagnostic experiences of 

those who have had differential time to consider the disease.   The accounts may 

deviate from participants’ lived experience as their recollections may have been 

reinterpreted to accommodate the dementia diagnosis.   
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Few studies have considered individual and family experiences of symptom onset 

and help-seeking concurrently with the assessment phase.  The prospective studies 

differ from retrospective accounts, as the participants were interviewed to gather 

descriptions of their experiences prior to rather than after receiving confirmation of 

the diagnostic outcome.  Robinson et al., (1997) interviewed eight patients 

undergoing assessment; while a quantitative case study reviewed 20 family carer’s 

experiences (Chrisp, et al., 2012).  The pre-diagnostic experiences of a British 

sample of 48 individuals and their family members were also assessed in a 

prospective qualitative study (Moniz-Cook, Manthorpe, Carr, Gibson and Vernooj-

Dassen, 2006).  Whilst the outcomes from the prospective studies were consistent 

with those from retrospective studies, the approach provides additional insights 

into the anticipatory emotional response and prediction of future diagnoses (Chrisp 

et al., 2012; Moniz-Cook, et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 1997).  For patients and 

family members this presents as concern for future losses, anticipation of changes 

in activity and a shared apprehension for each other’s future wellbeing (Chrisp et 

al., 2012; Moniz-Cook et al., 2006).  This aspect of qualitative dementia research is 

particularly important to inform public health services.  This is to enable them to 

deliver timely and appropriate information whilst minimising distress for individuals 

and families. 

 

The experience of early cognitive decline and help-seeking has been demonstrated 

to be deeply embedded in complex social interactions between individuals and 

their family (Bunn et al., 2012; Chrisp et al., 2013; Garcia et al., 2014; Koehn et al., 
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2012; McCleary et al., 2012).  Relationship form is proposed to both delay and 

facilitate contact with health services, whilst providing support to preserve function 

(Ablitt, et al., 2009).  Keady and Nolan (2003) suggest that before diagnosis, 

patients and families, “worked separately,” to consider symptom presence and 

legitimacy.  “Working together,” was initiated when the individual and family 

together acknowledge symptoms and seek help.   Chrisp et al., (2013) highlighted 

that the transition was dependent upon the carer accepting the carer role, placing 

the individual into the patient role.  They argue the individual and family responses 

to this process delay help-seeking (Chrisp et al., 2013).    

 

Study Rationale 

Previous studies have focused on retrospective accounts of pre-diagnostic 

experiences of dementia.  These accounts may have been influenced by changes in 

attributions following diagnosis.  This study seeks to explore the experiences of 

symptom recognition prior to a diagnosis being confirmed.  This study aims to 

advance the existing prospective studies (Chrisp et al., 2012; Moniz-Cook, et al., 

2006; Robinson et al., 1997) by including both patients and significant others in a 

dyad paradigm.  This approach will consider how the relationship between the 

patient and their significant other impacts on help-seeking behaviour.  The current 

study therefore seeks to build upon existing literature as the relational aspect of 

help-seeking has not previously been considered.  
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Aims 

This study aims to:  

1. Explore the experiences of patients and their significant others as they 

become aware of the early stages of cognitive decline. 

 

2. Explore the help-seeking process for patients and their significant others 

from initial symptom awareness to accessing the memory clinic.  

 

Method 

 

Design 

This qualitative study utilised Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith 

and Osborne, 2003).  IPA has been used extensively to examine the experience of 

dementia (Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 2007; Steeman et al., 2006).  It is 

theoretically underpinned by phenomenology, hermeneutics and idiography.  IPA 

was identified for this study as it enables exploration of how individuals make sense 

of their personal and social world and the meanings they attach to experiences 

(Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2013).    
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Sample 

In order to derive a sufficiently detailed and multifaceted account, the recruitment 

of five patient and significant other dyads was proposed, yielding ten separate 

interviews.  This adhered to sample recommendations for professional doctorates 

using IPA (Smith et al., 2013) and was similar to qualitative studies of dementia 

utilising dyad paradigms (Leung et al., 2011). 

 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined to achieve a homogenous sample 

required for IPA (Smith et al., 2013).   Participants were English speaking patients 

aged over 65 years attending an NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde Older People’s 

Community Mental Health Team (OP-CMHT) memory clinic.  The inclusion criteria 

defined significant others as: English speaking close family members, who knew the 

patient well, and had provided regular support throughout the pre-diagnostic 

period.   

 

Patients presenting with symptoms characteristic of early stage Alzheimer’s disease 

or Vascular dementia, and able to recollect symptom onset were included.  People 

with young onset or more advanced dementia, and those with other dementia 

subtypes were excluded due to their distinct experiences (Moniz-Cook et al., 2006; 

Steeman et al., 2007; van Villet, et al., 2012).  People with significant mental health 

difficulties, or verbal communication problems were excluded on the same basis.  
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Recruitment Procedure 

As part of usual clinical practice, the OP-CMHT nurse who conducted the patient’s 

initial memory clinic appointment, administered a cognitive screening examination 

(Adenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination - III or Montreal Cognitive Assessment) and 

completed a clinical assessment interview.  The OP-CMHT nurses were advised to 

consider the patient’s presentation with respect to the study inclusion and 

exclusion criteria, cognitive examination score and the patients’ ability to recall 

their experiences from symptom onset.  Due the variability of functioning and 

clinical presentation of cognitive change, no clinical examination cut-off scores 

were used to exclude patients.  Instead the OP-CMHT nurses’ clinical judgement 

taking into account the aforementioned criteria was used to identify potential study 

participants.  OP-CMHT nurses introduced the study and provided the information 

sheet (Appendix 2.3) to potential participants who attended their initial assessment 

appointment with a family member.  Those who expressed an interest in 

participating then consented for their nurse to provide their contact details to the 

researcher.  The researcher telephoned participants and arranged a research 

appointment.      

 

Research Procedure 

Before the interview, each participant provided written informed consent 

(Appendix 2.4 and 2.5), completed a brief demographic questionnaire (Appendix 

2.6), and gave permission to notify the OP-CMHT of their involvement (Appendix 
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2.7).  The researcher conducted a semi-structured interview with each participant 

in a private room at their local OP-CMHT, or in the participant’s home.  An 

interview schedule (Appendix 2.8), developed with reference to the existing 

literature, was employed and guided discussion.  The researcher adopted a non-

directive stance and used active listening, reflection and summaries to move from 

general to specific aspects of their experiences.  The interviews were recorded on a 

digital voice recorder.  Each interview concluded with a general conversation where 

participant questions were answered.  In accordance with the study protocol, the 

patient’s case manager was notified of disclosures of risk or health needs identified 

during the research procedure. 

 

Data Analysis 

Interviews were transcribed verbatim, with personal identifiers removed ensuring 

anonymity.  Transcripts were checked for accuracy and completeness.  The 

researcher followed the six stages of IPA (Appendix 2.15, Smith et al., 2013; see 

Appendix 2.16 for selected transcript extracts).  To corroborate the process, a 

research log recorded key research decisions.  Research supervisors independently 

reviewed five interview transcripts, and discussed all emergent themes. 

 

Reflexivity 

IPA involves a “double hermeneutic stance” (Smith and Osbourne, 2003) which 

acknowledges the researcher’s prior assumptions and knowledge in their second 
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order interpretation of participant experiences.  The researcher was a female 

Trainee Clinical Psychologist who previously worked in an OP-CMHT.  The study 

coincided with her completing a meta-ethnography within the research area.  A 

reflective diary and research supervision acknowledged these influences.  The 

interviews could be interpreted differently with other background influences.   

 

Ethical Approval 

The West of Scotland Research Ethics Committee and NHS Greater Glasgow and 

Clyde Research and Development Department approved the study (See Appendices 

2.9 and 2.10).  In response to protracted recruitment, two substantial amendments 

were approved (See Appendices 2.11 - 2.14).  The inclusion of home visits and six 

additional OP-CMHTs provided a wider population to sample from.   
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Results 

 

Participants 

Ten participants; five patient and significant other dyads, recruited from three OP-

CMHTs, were interviewed.  Patients were aged between 65 - 75 years old (average 

age 71 years) and significant others aged between 42 – 81 years old (average age 67 

years).  All, but one participant (Helen), were retired.  Table 1 provides participant 

information.  The interviews averaged 54 minutes with patients (range 45 – 73 

minutes) and 37 minutes with significant others (range 29 – 61 minutes).   

 

Themes 

 

The analysis generated five superordinate themes: the inevitability of ageing; 

problem awareness; living with forgetting; disclosure to others; and how am I going 

to be today?   Figure 1 delineates the sub-ordinate theme structure.  Quotations 

illustrating the dyads’ accounts are presented in italics and indented in the text (See 

Appendix 2.18 for dyad representation).  Bold text denotes researcher comments 

and underlined names indicate significant others.  Square brackets represent 

omitted text, or additional information, to improve extract relevance and clarity.   
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Table 1: Participant Demographic Information 

 Patient 

Pseudonym 

Significant 

Other 

Pseudonym 

Relationship Time from symptom 

awareness to Memory clinic 

(significant other 

awareness) 

Patient Cognitive 

Examination Score 

Memory Clinic Assessment 

Outcome 

1 Claire 

 

Alan 

 

Spouse 1.5 years (1.5 years) 29/30 (MoCA) Mild Cognitive Impairment and 

ongoing review 

2 Beth 

  

Thomas 

 

Spouse 2 years (3 years) 29/30 (MocA) Vascular impairment and ongoing 

review 

3 Steven 

  

Nancy 

 

Spouse 5 years (1 year) 96 /100 (ACE-III) No diagnosis received, ongoing 

review 

4 Susan 

 

Helen 

 

Mother and 

daughter 

6 months (6 months) 66/100 (ACE-III) No diagnosis received, ongoing 

review 

5 Colin 

 

Sandra 

 

Spouse 2 years (10 months) 82/100 (ACE-III) Ongoing Assessment 

MoCA: Montreal Cognitive Assessment 

ACE-III: Adenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination III  
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Figure 2: Super-ordinate and Sub-ordinate Themes 

 

The Experience 
of Early Stage 

Cognitive 
Decline 

The Inevitability of Ageing 

“74 years of age, what do you 
expect?” 

“Health wise; I’ve got lots of 
problems” 

“Am I going the same way as my 
mother went?” 

Problem Awareness 

"I am aware and irritated with 
myself about memory loss”.   

"I couldn’t remember how to get 
home” 

“Maybe I’m too close to her, you 
know” 

Living  with Forgetting 

“Wee tricks to make me 
remember” 

“I’ve given that up” 

“I do try and exercise my 
memory” 

"she does really enjoy the social 
interaction " 

Disclosure to Others 

“Mum’s getting a bit vague” 

"She was the instigator" 

"She put me at ease" "How am I going to be today?” 
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The Inevitability of Ageing 

 

The transition to older age was important for patients and significant others.  All 

participants anticipated cognitive change, while most associated ageing with co-

morbid physical illness.  Anticipation of cognitive change altered their psychological 

responses.   

 

“74 years of age, what do you expect?” (Susan, p.34 Line 779) 

 

Every participant used their age as a reference to functional expectations and 

ageing beliefs.  This minimised concerns about cognitive decline.  The following 

account infers personal and societal anticipation of decline related to ageing.  It 

shows how the attributions prevent prioritising concerns: 

 

“If I don’t remember I say, ‘What do you expect at my age?’ That’s my way 

to beat it, if you like, because I know eventually it will come, aye, and if it’s 

not going to come to me, well it’s not that important to me to be upset 

about it.”  (Alan, p.1 Lines 22-25) 

 

Furthermore, Claire’s recollection includes her doctor’s response: 
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 “Och most people get like this when you get older, you know,” and they said 

eh, “I wouldn’t worry about it.” (Claire, p.3, Lines 60-62)   

 

The colloquial remark alludes to attributing forgetting as a common experience.  

The remark attempts to minimise worry and links with Alan’s negligible concern.  

Authoritative figures’ responses are further highlighted by Susan: 

 

“She [GP] just swept it under the counter ‘you are just an old woman like my 

mother is,’. “ (Susan, p.24, Lines 536-538) 

 

The stereotype infers cognitive decline to be an inevitable aspect of ageing and 

evoked no action.  All participants’ expectations were normalised through peer 

comparisons.  Beth reflected on her friendship: 

 

“We’ve got a friend Mary, and we kid one another on and we’re kinda ages 

‘gether and she’ll say, “oh, whit’s that word?” she’s worse than me for her 

words.” (Beth, p.25 Lines 680-682) 

 

Functional comparisons reassure individuals that their difficulties are, “normal,” 

leading to denial of problem existence.  This is shown by Claire’s peer comparisons: 
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“We’re all 70, 80, we’ve got 90 year olds, you know what I mean? And we’ve 

all got people saying, “Ach do you know I was going to ask you something 

there, but I’ve forgotten what it was.”  We’re quite used to these 

conversations, because we all have them you know, and eh well I thought, 

“Well I’m not old,” not compared to a lot of them.” (Claire p.17 Lines 475-

479)  

 

Claire’s attempt to minimise ageing by remarking on her standing, “Well I’m not 

old” demonstrates her belief that symptoms are common. 

 

“Health wise; I’ve got lots of problems” (Beth, p.11 line 296) 

 

Physical illness co-morbidity presented as a primary concern to most participants 

and was related to misattributions of cognitive decline.   The extract from Beth, 

above, and her spouse, Tommy, below, describe co-morbid illness:    

 

“I mean, we’re both crippled with arthritis, our legs, our knees, Beth’s had a 

knee operation, she’s waiting on another one, it keeps getting cancelled 

because of her diabetes.  I’ve got bad knees and I broke an ankle a couple of 

year ago, which is giving me a lot of pain now.  I imagine arthritis has set in 

on it.” (Tommy, p4, Lines 108-113) 
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It appears that co-morbid illness may discount the presence of cognitive changes.  

In this extract, Helen describes her mother’s recovery from lung cancer:   

 

“I probably brushed a lot of it off, because I just thought well, you know, 

she’s tired, she’s emotional, she’s in pain, and obviously, you feel like your 

brain isn’t probably functioning to its full capacity at the moment because 

her body is working so hard to try and heal itself.” (Helen p.2, Lines 33-39) 

 

By accounting for decline as a representation of physical illness it prevented further 

action.  This view is shared by her mother: 

 

“But eh, as I say, I don’t know if it’s that that’s caused it, all that worry and 

stress, it certainly caused the cancer.”  (Susan, p.24, Lines 532-534) 

 

An alternative explanation, considering the presence of sensory decline, was 

expressed only by significant others.  Here Nancy and Tommy attribute repeated 

questioning to problems hearing:    

 

“He gets a bit, a bit ratty about, having heard, having asking again about 

things, but to my mind that’s the hearing.”  (Nancy, p.4, Lines 83-89)  
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“As I say, I really put it down to her deafness. I thought she wasnae hearing 

the whole story, you know.” (Tommy, p.5 lines 128-129) 

 

 This suggests difficulty in receiving the information rather than the problem being 

related to cognitive decline.  This is consistent with Helen’s account relating her 

mother’s vision and anxiety to reduced cognitive performance:  

  

“My mum is also really short sighted and didn’t have glasses all the way 

through primary school […]she just thinks, “I can’t do this, I can’t do this,” so 

I think that probably made the written things she had to do worse, ‘cause I 

think she panicked before she even started, I mean you do panic, you do.” 

(Helen, p.9 lines 203-209) 

 

Together with co-morbid ill health, the examples demonstrate cognitive symptoms 

are rationalised in the context of physical health conditions. 

 

“Am I going the same way as my mother went?” (Steven, p.16 line 434) 

 

Most participants, with the exception of Tommy and Nancy, described experiences 

of a parent, family member or friend with dementia.  These acted as comparators 
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to their cognitive changes.  Steven who was the primary carer for his mother 

recalled his experiences: 

 

“Well yes, well first of all I had discovered I had forgotten something and 

then of course obviously, my mother forgot things so the obvious logical 

thing to say is, “am I going the same way as my mother went?” (Steven, 

p.16 lines 430-434) 

 

Steven’s insight was implicitly associated with his mother’s illness and contrasts 

with his spouse, Nancy:  

 

“He was a bit eh [pause] he felt he was developing Alzheimer’s and I 

personally think that the both of them [Steven and his brother] think that 

because their mother had it and not totally because of things that are 

happening with them,” (Nancy, p.1 lines 11-15) 

 

Nancy’s ambivalent comment allows receptiveness to alternative explanations.     
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Furthermore, Claire acknowledged the heredity risk association as she described 

nursing her mother who had Alzheimer’s disease:   

 

“I’m in that age group now where you come across it and having my mum 

being like that.” (Claire, p.18 Lines 550-552). 

 

 “I don’t have the history or the baggage or the history that she has with her 

mum.” (Alan, p.7, Lines 183-184)  

 

Alan’s use of “baggage” and repetition of “history” emphasises prior experiences 

as a burden.  This shows how differential experiences are used to interpret the 

same symptoms in the spouse.  In distinct contrast to attributing cognitive decline 

to ageing or co-morbid illness, relating symptoms to dementia triggered strong 

emotions.  Colin recalled his friend’s diagnosis:  

 

“She says James has been diagnosed with dementia.”  And I started to cry.  

And she says, “oh it’s no too bad just now Colin,” and I said, “it’ll just get 

worse, so it will.”  (Colin, p.36, Lines 759-763) 
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His emotional response appears to be associated with a certainty of decline.  This is 

mirrored by his wife’s beliefs which evoke compassion in anticipation of future 

dependency: 

  

“I mean when you think of it, it is like a second childhood isn’t’ it.  Going 

back the way.” (Sandra, p.11, Lines 243-244) 

 

Problem Awareness 

 

Symptom awareness represented a progressive decline in ability and a shift from 

normal function to a concern requiring action.  The realisation was embedded in 

intense psychological responses of frustration, shock, sadness and despair.  The 

closeness of dyad relationship functioned to underline but also prevent awareness 

being brought to the fore.   

 

“I am aware and irritated with myself about memory loss”. (Steven, p.1, Line 15)   

 

Despite every participant attributing forgetting and word finding difficulties to 

normal experiences, each patient noted their frustration at changes in their 
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communication skills.  The impact of memory loss on the spousal relationship is 

shown here: 

 

“I obviously repeat the thing and then I get a bit exasperated, which he gets 

annoyed at, eh you know I do find that, because you know, I’ll say, “for 

goodness sake, we are going to,” you know, [laughs]” (Nancy, p.13 Lines 

266-268) 

 

The utterance signifies awareness in the spouse’s frustration and perhaps indicates 

Steven’s embarrassment.  Colin related his emotions to word finding difficulties: 

 

“[…] Aye. I lose my temper very readily. 

Can you tell me about that? 

It comes from, now the words I want, […], no getting the words to tell to 

Sandra, who I met, this all piles up and I get fed up” (Colin, p.10, Lines 196-

202) 

 

 Successive instances therefore increase concern which triggers negative emotions.  

Becoming more frustrated with social interactions was also evident: 
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“She was definitely emm, had a shorter fuse and definitely was coming 

across as being more insecure about herself, so things that I would say just 

generally she was taking as an attack against her […]” (Helen, p.22, Lines 

218-222) 

 

Her mother’s defensive stance may be protective when it functions to limit other’s 

awareness of her difficulties.  These extracts imply symptom awareness emanates 

in part from changed emotional responses to situations.  Every participant referred 

to the social consequences of word finding difficulties.  Here, Claire describes her 

experience:   

 

“[…] There was other times that I just have this blank, and I have to stop and 

think what was I going to say, which is very annoying, in the middle of a 

conversation” (Claire, p.3, Lines 73-75) 

 

This is consistent with her husband’s view of social situations: 

 

“And it manifests itself in annoying, moments.  When at home or outside, 

she’s more concerned about outside.”  (Alan, p.5, Lines 136-137) 
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The accounts demonstrate word finding difficulties are more exposing in social 

situations when there is risk that problem awareness may extend to beyond the 

couple.   

 

“I couldn’t remember how to get home” (Colin, p.4, Line 68) 

 

Eight participants described events posing significant risk.  These instances revealed 

previously unrecognised vulnerability and shocked dyads into realising something 

was wrong and warranted further attention.  Helen illustrated this as she described 

her mother losing her bearings when dropping her off at the dentist: 

 

“You know, is there, is there something wrong here?  That was my first 

reaction, I, I felt sick in the pit of my stomach, emm when I saw the way she 

was walking about looking as if, “where am I going? What am I doing? 

Where am I?”  And it did, it really shocked me, and I felt quite shook up for 

the rest of the day.”  (Helen, p.37, Lines 890-894)  

 

Helen’s bewilderment appears to draw parallel to her mother’s feelings.  The series 

of questions implies a frantic search for answers to alleviate confusion.  

Furthermore, Alan described his wife becoming lost in an unfamiliar city: 
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“She went out one [door] and came in the wrong door.  It completely and 

utterly bemused, and that knocked her right off, 360, she was there on her 

own, how she got back I’m not very sure.” (Alan, p.10, Lines 290-292)   

 

His description signifies distinct confusion, exemplified by “360” suggesting 

complete disorientation. The realisation appears to prompt significant others to 

consider different support needs for their loved one.  Colin’s wife describes 

increased awareness of his vulnerability:     

 

“ […] I thought, ”now that is worse” you know, cause if he goes out, he goes 

to the football and he was a wee bit later on Saturday and I thought, “I 

wonder where he is?” you know, if he is hanging about somewhere 

wondering eh, how to get home you know.  So there is always that worry.” 

(Sandra, p.3, Lines 59-63)    

 

When compared to Colin’s narrative of his experience of disorientation to that of 

his wife’s, it highlights the different awareness of risk:  

 

 “I was so pleased.  I didn’t go seeking help from anyone else like you know; I 

managed to work it out myself like you know.  However, when I told my GP 

this, about the, I says eh, “oh I came out of the chemist and I couldn’t 
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remember how to get home,” and he says, “Oh Mr Smith that really 

concerns me.” (Colin, p.4, Lines 64-69) 

 

These illustrate how disorientation can pose a significant risk to the individual but it 

is often significant others or clinicians who voice concern.      

 

“Maybe I’m too close to her, you know” (Tommy, p.15, Line 431) 

 

All dyads’ relationships had lasted more than four decades.  The majority reflected 

on their relationship strength and cohesiveness while facing cognitive decline.  

Tommy reviewed his perception of Beth’s decline with respect to their relationship:   

 

“I don’t think I could look back say, and say my god she’s a hundred times 

worse than you were this time last year, I don’t really see that.  But then I 

don’t know, maybe I’m too close to her, you know.“ (Tommy, p.15, Lines 

428-431)  

 

Tommy’s relational proximity masks his ability to perceive functional change in his 

wife.   The subtlety of changes without a distinct incident is described in Alan’s 

account:   
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“I think we both knew. We more or less, we both realised about the same time, that 

something was subtly different in the relationship.”  (Alan, p.7, Lines 196-198) 

 

Symptom awareness, although hard to quantify, presents as an important change 

between the couple.   Physical proximity was noted by Sandra who had recently 

retired: 

 

“I just cannae believe it has happened, just like that, you know, it’s maybe 

been there all of the time but as I say if I am out all day I didn’t notice it so 

much, but now...” (Sandra, p.5, Lines 45-49) 

 

The contextual change led Sandra to review the onset and longitudinal presence of 

cognitive decline.  Similarly, observations from those out with the dyad prompted 

recognition: 

 

“Well, funnily enough, my brother […] he’s been up and around more and 

has eh, and has said to me, “what, how’s Steven? Is he okay, because I’ve 

noticed he seems to be a bit confused about things.” (Nancy, p.16, Lines 323 

– 326) 
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These accounts imply that the relational and physical proximity to the patient can 

increase symptom awareness but reduce clarity of deterioration over time.   

 

Living with Forgetting 

 

Preceding diagnosis, dyads utilised a range of adaptive strategies to accommodate 

cognitive decline to live well occur in the context of functional losses.   

 

“Wee tricks to make me remember” (Steven, p.8, Line 220). 

 

Physical strategies and verbal prompts overcame cognitive difficulties and restored 

function.  All participants voiced preferential strategies, with every patient using 

physical aids as a means of support.  In the following extract, Susan defines her 

preparation to recall information: 

 

“Write it down, before you go to bed at night, get your book out, your pen, 

and start writing, “I’m going so and so tomorrow at a certain time,” and it is 

helping amazingly, it is helping.” (Susan, p.39 Lines 884-887) 
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This is further exemplified through Steven’s dialogue: 

 

“Yes, that’s the answer to everything, my diary.   

 So that is your ... 

Yes, I refer to it as my memory actually.”  (Steven, p.5 Lines 127-130) 

 

This suggests Steven externalises his recall to a concrete source to provide 

validation in the absence of a reliable memory.  Spouses engaged in more verbal 

prompting particularly within social interactions.  This was typically on a trial and 

error basis as Tommy highlights: 

  

“I would try to say to her, was it this? Was it that? Was it the other? And 

you would hit on it and she would say oh that’s what it was.” (Tommy, p.3 

Lines 75-76) 

 

In a similar way, Alan describes his spousal communication:  

 

“She’ll say, “I can’t remember the name of that.”  I’ll say, “It starts with a Y.”  

[Makes a popping noise] That’s all I say, and it’s there in a flash, so we use 
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that and I’ll say, “For goodness sake, don’t talk to me of thingamajigs”” 

(Alan, p.6, Lines 153-157) 

  

The expression, “there in a flash” instils an image of him enlightening her lost 

abilities.   

 

“I’ve given that up” (Claire, p.8, Line 211) 

 

Participants were shown to become selective in their choice of activities, preferring 

those that maintained function whilst protecting oneself from embarrassment or 

shame.  In the following excerpt, Claire’s central focus to retain control of her 

decisions is paramount: 

 

“I’m still functioning and doing all the things I was doing before but I’ve 

given up, given up on a committee and I’ve given up on a treasurer-ship, 

because I just felt, no I don’t want to take this on for another year. […] I 

want to be able to do it under my own steam, so I’ve given that up.” (Claire, 

p.8, Lines 205 - 211) 
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The repetition of “given up” emphasises the decision to withdraw from 

commitments at a point where she continues to function.  The process of becoming 

selective alleviates unnecessary stress and minimises confusion:  

 

“I only have one card, I had three, four cards and that confused me 

completely so the bank said they’d be as well to give me one card and then 

it is just one number.” (Susan, p.2, Lines 38-41) 

 

Furthermore the following extracts demonstrate Beth’s difficulty retaining new 

information and her husband’s response by completing more household chores: 

 

“I couldnae get it in there [points to head]” (Beth, p.5, Lines 131-135).   

 

“I just, we just kid her on, and for if we were in company and she’ll pass a 

comment like, oh aye the washing, this that and the dishwasher.  I’d say, 

“Aye if you went near it, it would bite you!” you know, [laughs]” (Tommy, 

p.8, Lines 222-225). 

 

Tommy’s humour masked decline while enabling his spouse to maintain social 

interactions.  Spousal companionship facilitated the alteration of shared activities 
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due to cognitive change.  The following extract shows Sandra’s acceptance of 

remaining closer to home: 

   

“We used to go you know, to Edinburgh and things like that, but just local 

parks or round and about to the supermarket or something, but that is far 

enough.”  (Sandra, p.8, Lines 169-171) 

 

“I do try and exercise my memory” (Helen, p.12, Line 288) 

 

Every participant engaged in activities which retained their sense of self.  This 

served to increase self-worth and attributions of hope.  This was summed up by 

Helen: 

 

“I just think your brain is a kind of a muscle and I suppose in a way you just 

have to keep using it to keep it healthy.” (Helen, p.12, Lines 284-288) 

 

This suggests belief that activity will improve subsequent cognitive function.  Many 

participants described exercises to stimulate cognitive function.  Claire substituted 

reading with Sudoku puzzles in response to diminished concentration:   
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“I said, “Hooray, I got it finished.” And emmm, I feel quite happy when I get 

it done, and I feel I must try to do that.”  (Claire, p.11, Lines 288-289)  

 

Her exclamation celebrates retained ability, suggesting value in continuing pursuits 

she can fulfil.  This was reflected in every patient account.  Beth’s family response 

to her attaining further knowledge is described in the next excerpt: 

 

“I went to a wee class to learn how to use tablet.  Grandchildren, great-

grandchildren hysterical, Gran Beth going to a class to learn how to use a 

tablet”. (Beth, p.9, Lines 237-239)   

 

Likewise, reading enables a sense of knowledge acquisition: 

 

“[…] I read all of the time.  I have so, I’ve learned new words, you learn 

about people and countries and everything you know.” (Susan, p.18 Lines 

427-429) 

 

The process reflects her daughter Helen’s assertion that activity can serve to keep 

the mind active. 
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“She does really enjoy the social interaction” (Helen, p.15, Line 355) 

 

Social exchanges functioned to show retained value and a desire for social 

interactions.  Despite forgetting, Steven emphasised his comprehension of others 

through his repetition of “understand:” 

 

“I mean when people speak to me, eh I listen to them and I understand what 

they are saying to me, and I understand, I understand what you are saying 

to me and I understand what anybody says.” (Steven, p.17 Lines 474-477) 

 

Communication strategies prevented withdrawal from others.  For example, to 

overcome word finding difficulties, Colin described the environment or aspects of a 

situation: 

 

“I’m not totally cut off , I’ve got other means of getting across where I mean 

and who I am talking about, “the dog”, or” the telephone kiosk,” like you 

know.  I have other means of, to say what I am referring to like, you know.” 

(Colin, p.43, Lines 905- 908) 
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The continued ability to interact with others focuses attention toward living with, 

rather than, being disabled by decline.  Helen values her mother’s social 

interactions:  

 

“She does really enjoy the social interaction and I do think that it’s good for 

her, cause I know of other, you know, there’s pensioners that live across the 

road that, they don’t see someone from one week to the next and that, you 

know, I think that is terrible.”  (Helen, p.15, Lines 355-359) 

 

Furthermore, social interactions allow patients to focus on their positive roles 

rather than their functional decline.  Beth, listing her relationships demonstrates 

how she views her familial role: 

 

“But I don’t have family worries.  Tommy is the best in the world.  I’ve got a 

son and a daughter and their families and my daughter is a gran, so I’m a 

great-gran.  I’ve got two, you know.”  (Beth, p.12, Lines 322-325) 

 

Finally, being valued and useful to others is reflected by Susan describing her 

grandson’s relationship and when Colin helped his daughter: 
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“Yes, so I’ll be teaching him to cook, making scrambled eggs now, does all of 

these things now, he’s nine.”   (Susan, p.18, Lines 406-407) 

 

“It got us out and we were doing something meaningful, we were cutting 

the grass for our daughter, like you know, and we tidied up all too, plus the 

fact neighbours would come out and pass the time of day with you, you 

know.  I really, really enjoyed it so I did.” (Colin p.21, Lines 447-451) 

 

Both extracts show individuals appraise their retained skills to demonstrate their 

value to others in ways other than conversations or recall.    

 

Disclosure to Others 

 

Disclosure to others signified a new stage towards acknowledging cognitive change.  

Dyads considered formal services, their future needs, and the anticipated benefit 

from raising concerns. 
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“Mum’s getting a bit vague” (Claire, p.16, Lines 439) 

 

Despite increased recognition, every dyad resisted telling others.  This prevented 

negative perceptions and limited personal shame.  Beth avoided conversations to 

lessen the likelihood of embarrassment: 

 

 “[…] and I see people that I know.  I think, “I cannae be bothered speaking 

to them.”  And I stand outside the shelter, and kid on I don’t see them.” 

(Beth, p.7, Lines 192-194) 

 

Such avoidance was also described by Colin anticipating peer responses:  

 

“No, I don’t want any sympathy at all like you know, it makes people think, 

“oh sorry for Colin” [imitates whiny voice] I don’t want any carry on. […] I 

just leave it, I just leave it.  I feel like I can deal with that way better you 

know, rather than telling them all.” (Colin, p.16, Lines 329-333) 

 

Disclosure avoidance preserved self-concept.  Steven outlined how he anticipated 

others to perceive his difficulties: 
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“There are other people who I haven’t told em, and it is degrading to say 

that you are going off your rocker,” (Steven, p.25, Lines 675-676) 

 

It suggests telling others may lessen their view of him.  The idiom, “off your rocker,” 

implies his behaviour as somewhat irrational.  Claire and Beth discuss their 

suspicion of family awareness in the following extracts:  

 

“But I thought, “maybe I better tell the family, that I’m not quite 

functioning. In case they’re like, “mum’s getting a bit vague” [laughs].  I 

think that’s the thing, probably, I am more vague now.”  (Claire, p.16, Lines 

438-440) 

 

“Oh mum!” but he wouldnae let a word be said against me, you know, you 

know.  I think the way he says “Oh mum!”, he doesnae want to admit that 

mum’s losing her brain box.” (Beth, p.13, Lines 367-369) 

 

Familial responses represent a more sympathetic stance compared to patient’s 

anticipated reactions from others.  However, significant others were also 

apprehensive of disclosure.  Here, Nancy attempts to withhold her concerns:   
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“I haven’t really, [pause] I suppose, I hide it from them [adult children] 

really.” (Nancy, p.17, Line 344)  

 

The decision to tell others was predicated by the perceived capacity the recipient 

had to support the patient: 

 

“Sometimes you feel that you don’t want to burden other people with it, 

that they’ve got a lot going on in their own lives as well, so maybe just 

generalised it to them.” (Helen, p.33, Lines 797-799) 

 

“Burden” elicits an impression of giving others a load to bear.  Consideration 

appears to be based on the practical gains to be made by expressing concern.  

Here, the decision making process is based on the physical proximity of Alan’s 

family to provide support: 

 

“We’re far enough away but near enough to be useful, but they are far 

enough away not to be able to help on a day-to-day basis, and I wouldn’t 

want to trouble them with something until we have a clearer picture.” (Alan, 

p.18, Lines 508-512) 
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This motivation to disclose is in contrast to the emotional concerns patients 

expressed which limiting those who were to be told.   

 

“She was the instigator” (Alan, p.14, Line 399) 

 

Seeking formal help for cognitive decline was characterised as a temporal marker 

for every participant.  In every dyad, it was the patient who initiated contact with 

their general practitioner.  The act appears to have distinct resonance as it suggests 

the beginning of something, with the locus of control remaining within the patient.  

The timing of help-seeking was significant in all cases, with the majority expressing 

surprise at disclosure: 

 

“I didn’t actually see it coming I don’t think I saw it coming.  [Pause] I didn’t 

think things had deteriorated, or I didn’t think that Claire thought things so 

badly that she wanted to take it one step further.” (Alan, p.2, Lines 45-48)    

 

Alan’s hesitation infers a process of questioning his own attributions towards his 

spouse’s decline.  This process is further emphasised in the admission from Helen’s 

mother: 
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“One day out of the blue my mum came up or I came over and she said, “I 

went to the doctor yesterday and I spoke to him about my fears about my 

memory,” (Helen, p.8, Lines 182-184) 

 

From the patient narratives, disclosure was spontaneous and not overtly planned: 

 

“I don’t think I went down to the doctor just to say, “doctor my memory is 

bad” you know, eh, but, when I went down with different things and, and I 

said about my memory.” (Beth, p.22, Lines 592-595) 

 

The process of combining one need with another is illustrated with illness co-

morbidity.  This is illuminated by Steven’s account of telling his doctor:  

 

“I went to see him about my athlete’s foot, eh god knows what all I had 

wrong with me, [pauses and sighs] I have fungus on my toenail, very serious 

complaint, small stupid things like that, but primarily memory loss which I 

mean I don’t give a damn about my toenail but but, but, my memory I, 

serious uhuh.” (Steven, p.21, Lines 602-606)   
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Despite Steven’s list of ailments, “primary” and “serious” suggest that his memory 

loss had become a priority.  All patients reflected on telling their doctor at a point 

they perceived to be the “right time” for their circumstances.  It suggests that 

avoidance of regret precipitates telling others: 

 

“Whether you hang on and think, there’s nothing wrong with me, no I’m fine 

and then they would maybe they would say, oh you should have come and 

seen us sooner when we could have done something for you.  I don’t know 

whether they can do anything for you anyway, but I thought well, this is my 

time to go and see him.” (Claire, p.23, Lines 658-622) 

 

Above all, the assertion, “my time,” infers personal possession of disclosure and 

control of their health care decisions. 

 

“She put me at ease” (Sandra, p.22, Lines 465) 

 

In the absence of wider social support, all participants described the memory clinic 

as a source of reassurance and information.  Every participant expressed gratitude, 

relief and future hope.  Susan’s description of her doctor highlights the supportive 

relational aspects which facilitated this process: 
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“My GP’s are excellent, the ones I have now are absolutely great, they are 

lovely, they are sensitive, they are eh caring,” (Susan, p.40, Lines 915-916) 

 

The sentiments, “sensitive” and “caring,” are consistent with Helen describing the 

alleviation of concern as a significant factor:  

 

“She’s [memory clinic nurse] obviously used to dealing with people who are 

anxious and scared and don’t know what, what’s ahead of them and it did 

feel that she was fantastic she really did, she made me, and my mum feel at 

ease.” (Helen, p.31, Lines 746-751) 

  

It appears that the patient’s relationship with her nurse provided the reassurance 

and support that she may have lacked through limited disclosure to her peers.  The 

following extract implies how the clinicians alleviated family concern: 

 

“I mean, it puts your mind at rest.” (Tommy, p.15 Lines 424-425)  
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“How am I going to be today?” 

 

All participants described anticipation of an altered future fluctuating between fear 

of losses and hope for potential treatments.  Colin’s admission implies the notion 

that cognitive change is viewed as almost inescapable: 

   

“It is the first thing that is on my mind when I wake up in the morning.  I 

think, “How am I going to be today?” it really frightens me.”  (Colin, p.41, 

lines, 870-872) 

 

Furthermore, the progressive and enduring aspects of cognitive change are 

delineated by Steven’s comparison to prison incarceration: 

 

“You get less than that for murder, as they say [laughs] you do.” (Steven, 

p.23, Line 667) 

 

His comparison implies a belief that dementia is an unjust punishment.  

Participants described future uncertainty and fear of the loss of themselves to the 

disease.  Colin identifies his fear as emanating from the reliance on others: 
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“I don’t know what it could lead to and I’m frightened that I get the worst, 

you know.  That you cannae cope and you are totally dependent on others 

to help you.” (Colin, p.35, Lines 741-744)   

 

Similarly Helen expressed the anticipation of future decline as an absence of the 

person she once knew: 

 

“It must be heart-breaking, to walk in, and it’s not, it’s not your mum 

anymore.  You know physically it is, but the essence that makes them, them, 

isn’t there.”  (Helen, p.38, Lines 927-928) 

 

The powerful description implies that the core aspects of an individual, “essence,” 

are lost to cognitive change.  This appears to be what generates greatest concern 

for the future for all participants.   
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Discussion 

 

There is a national drive to increase the number of people receiving an early 

diagnosis of dementia in order to provide timely treatment, care and support (The 

Scottish Government, 2013).  However diagnoses are often delayed due to limited 

symptom recognition and protracted help seeking.  The findings here are similar to 

existing qualitative studies exploring patient and family accounts of early stage 

cognitive decline and dementia (Beard et al., 2011; Bunn et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 

2007; Chrisp et al., 2012; Garcia et al., 2014; Innes, et al., 2014 Leung et al, 2011; 

McCleary et al., 2012; Steeman et al., 2006; Steeman et al., 2007).  This study 

expands the evidence base by characterising pre-diagnostic experiences from both 

patient and significant others’ perspectives.   It highlights how interpersonal 

relationships can affect help-seeking behaviour.  The Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis produced five themes; the inevitability of ageing, 

problem awareness, living with forgetting, disclosure to others, and how am I going 

to be today?    

 

Participants anticipated older age to be characterised by co-morbid physical and 

sensory decline.  Attributing cognitive change to normal ageing served to minimise 

anxiety and concerns, while evoking denial in all participants.  This is consistent 

with the existing literature (Bunn et al., 2012, Chrisp et al., 2012; de Boer, et al., 

2007; Steeman et al., 2006) and demonstrates that normalising symptoms delays 

help-seeking behaviour.  The study also highlighted that patients received 
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normalising reactions from their GP on initial disclosure.  The findings demonstrate 

individuals maintain function by prioritising their co-morbid illness and needs.  It is 

possible that denying symptoms or attributing them to contextual factors may be 

protective in the early stages.  It may allow individuals to avoid the potential stigma 

and negative perceptions associated with dementia and retain the belief that 

interventions may be available to aid their difficulties.    

 

Consistent with existing research, the experiences illustrate patients monitor their 

abilities and behaviours for up to five years after symptom onset, often before 

those around them become aware of changes (Bunn et al., 2012; Chrisp et al., 

2011; Modhadt, et al., 2010; Speechly et al., 2008; van Vliet et al., 2013).  Within 

the current sample, the quality and duration of the relationship with the significant 

other influenced symptom recognition.  Participant narratives were more 

integrated in dyads that spent more time together.  Those in closest proximity may 

have had greater scope to support and monitor changes and therefore minimise 

risks.  This is important as those who have more ability to manage and lessen risks, 

may defer requesting formal help.  Prior experiences of caring for individuals with 

dementia elicited negative attributions and a range of emotions towards their 

future.  This led to increased symptom monitoring by patients.  The finding reflects 

existing literature and suggests increased dementia awareness can alter 

behavioural responses to the disease (Werner et al., 2014).   
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The experiences demonstrate participant dyads use adaptive strategies to 

overcome and manage cognitive change.  In the earliest stages, families adapt and 

assimilate decline into their lives.  This finding is consistent with retrospective 

qualitative literature considering later stages of dementia (Bunn et al., 2012; de 

Boer et al., 2007; Steeman et al., 2006).  In the current study, adaptive strategies 

were largely used to preserve social identity and prevent embarrassment.  The 

significant others’ role intuitively minimised the impact of social difficulties and 

aided engagement with others.  There may be less motivation to contact formal 

services if patients’ needs are well supported by their interpersonal relationships.  

This may explain, in part, why only half of those with dementia are estimated to 

receive a diagnosis (The Scottish Government, 2012).   

 

Although families refrained from peer disclosure, contact with clinicians provided 

reassurance and support.  In the absence of a cure, disclosure to clinicians 

validated patients’ experiences and enabled additional coping.  In Scotland, the one 

year post-diagnostic support provision may facilitate this further and aid patient 

adaptation to living well with dementia for as long as possible (The Scottish 

Government, 2012).  The experiences support the need to provide timely 

information and appropriate interventions to minimise risks to the patient and 

those who care for them.     
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This study was unique in its use of patient and significant other dyads to 

characterise early cognitive change prior to diagnosis.  The process of conducting 

separate participant interviews revealed distinct interpretations and insights into 

the same events.  Significant others more frequently attributed symptoms to 

normal ageing and denied the presence of dementia.  Likewise, significant others 

expressed more attributions towards comorbid illness, personality and contextual 

factors.  Despite both dyad members attending the memory clinic assessment, 

differential attributions continued to be made about symptoms origin.  These 

attributions may account for the timing of the patient’s help-seeking decision.  The 

motivation to act on their concerns may relate the desire to approach services 

while they retain capacity and personal autonomy.  This process fits with the model 

proposed by Keady and Nolan (2003) and may represent the participants’ transition 

from “working separately” to “working together” to respond and manage their 

difficulties.    

 

Service Implications  

Despite information and support relating to dementia becoming more widely 

available, help-seeking delays continue.  The current patient sample all continue to 

be undergoing review, with only tentative diagnoses being provided.  This reflects 

the diagnostic challenge for dementia, as discrete markers to indicate disease 

presence are less evident and assessment is reliant on self-reports in the early 

stages.  The first point of formal contact for dyads was the GP.  However four of the 

dyads described their concerns being minimised by clinicians.  Doctors may 
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prioritise concerns of potential risks or complex comorbidity and may not consider 

a dementia diagnosis based on beliefs about available treatments (Buntinx et al, 

2011).  Rather than minimise or deny symptom existence, patient disclosures 

should represent an opportunity for clinicians to provide appropriate information 

about the disease, and the support available.  This may facilitate increased 

motivation to seek help earlier (The Scottish Government, 2013).  All participants 

spoke positively about their assessment experiences. Rather than anticipated fear, 

hope was instilled through understanding the support available to maintain 

wellbeing and function for as long as possible.  

 

Limitations 

The study utilised IPA and therefore the inclusion criteria were purposefully 

selective.  Despite seeking a homogenous sample, two relationship types, spouse 

and parent and child were recruited.  The lived experiences of spouses and children 

of patients with cognitive changes may differ as a consequence of the relationship 

type, longevity and proximity.  The inclusion of both relationships may have 

influenced the study findings as it may have comprised of differential accounts 

unique to spouses and to children.  Furthermore, the sample included both male 

(n=2) and female (n=3) patients.  Including both genders may have influenced the 

themes that were derived as aspects of the lived experiences that may be unique 

to the populations of male or female patients may have been included and 

combined.  Care was taken to balance the impact each dyad had on the overall 
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themes and analysis.  However the study concedes that the sample may not have 

been as homogenous as projected.   

 

The participants were community dwelling and predominantly of white Scottish 

decent.  While these outcomes may not represent those from minority groups, 

those who live alone, or those in inpatient or residential care settings, they 

strengthen the existing literature of experiences across different social (Bunn et al., 

2012) and ethnic backgrounds (Koehn et al., 2012; McCleary et al., 2012).  Further 

research into those who lack the social support from significant others by 

considering those who live alone, may represent an alternative experience to that 

represented here and in the current literature. 

 

The recruitment period lasted over six months and it was necessary to extend the 

research to include six additional OP-CMHT and conduct home visits.  This mirrors 

the lengthy recruitment period in a similar study conducted by Leung et al., (2011).  

Undergoing a dementia assessment places significant emotional strain on patients 

and their families.  Participants in this study had actively sought help and were 

perhaps more motivated and informed at an earlier stage of change than research 

predicts.  It is possible that those who engaged in the research may have been 

more resilient during such a difficult period of uncertainty.   
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The study recruitment was based on patients with early stage decline who had 

been referred onto specialist memory services.  Despite an increase in individuals 

aged under 65 years attending the memory clinics, the exclusion criteria were 

defined to ensure sample homogeneity and acknowledged the distinct help-seeking 

pathway and experiences in this population (van Vliet et al., 2012).  This is an area 

for future research.  Moreover, those with significant disease progression were 

excluded thus limiting the population to recruit from.  Anecdotal information from 

specialist services indicated that the majority of those referred were in the more 

advanced stages of dementia. The patients presented for assessment when 

previous coping strategies no longer maintained safety, or where family stress was 

observed.  It is not known what proportion of patients who disclose concerns about 

cognitive changes are referred onto specialist services.  Furthermore, the decision 

making process from primary care to memory clinics is unclear.  The experiences 

here suggest that attributions related to ageing and treatment availability may 

influence help-seeking.  Further consideration of these processes would be 

valuable areas for further research.   

 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria led to a small potential participant sample of 

those attending clinics.  A distinct proportion of those attending did not have a 

significant other to participate in the study.  This factor accounted, in part, for the 

lengthy recruitment period.  The participant experiences may be more 

representative of a subset population which, taken together with those aged under 

65 years, those with more significant decline, or who present without a significant 
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other to support, represent the wider clinical population.  It is acknowledged the 

current sample may not represent the whole profile of those accessing memory 

clinic services.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Early stage cognitive change was attributed by patient and significant other dyads 

to existing beliefs and prior experiences. Help-seeking was deeply embedded in 

social interactions and precipitated by functional decline exposing the individual to 

potential risks.  Memory clinics were a source of reassurance, particularly when 

there was a lack of social supports available out with the patient and significant 

other dyad.  Improvements in public awareness of symptoms, assessment and 

available care for dementia may reduce help seeking delays and motivate help-

seeking.  Further research into public health perceptions and general practitioner 

referral beliefs may add further insight into this area.  
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Chapter 3:  Advanced Clinical Practice I - Reflective Critical 
Account (Abstract Only) 

 
Communicating Distress: Understanding the needs of those 
with dementia and the teams who care 

 

The reflective account describes my experiences as an older adult aligned trainee 

clinical psychologist and my development in communicating psychological 

knowledge and interventions with health and social care colleagues.  The reflective 

account draws upon my experiences during my core older adult placement and 

specialist placement within an acute dementia ward.  I have drawn upon Gibb’s 

Model of reflection (1988) to structure my reflection of my developmental 

progression through training.  Within the reflective review of my learning, I have 

considered the Integrated Developmental Model (Stoltenberg, 1998) to consider 

the manner in which I seek support and guidance in supervision and how this can 

inform both my current and future practice.  I found that the process of reflecting 

on my clinical practice has enabled me to view the manner I approach and respond 

to interactions with others in a different way.  It has helped me to understand the 

situations in a new light and realise how the experiences may influence my future 

practice and development. 
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Chapter 4:  Advanced Clinical Practice II - Reflective Critical 
Account (Abstract Only)  

 

From Research Assistant to Scientist-Practitioner: 
Conducting Research within the National Health Service  

 

The reflective account describes, from a developmental perspective, my 

experiences of conducting research within the National Health Service.  The 

account draws upon my experiences, prior to commencing the clinical doctorate, 

when I was a research assistant, and while working as a trainee conducting both my 

service based evaluation and major research projects.  I have utilised Gibb’s Model 

of Reflection (1988) to structure my reflections and focused primarily on my 

implementation of research through the doctoral training.   To consolidate and 

integrate the outcomes of my reflections, I have used The Integrated 

Developmental Model (Stoltenberg, 1998) to consider the manner in which I learn 

and develop from experiences and how this can inform my future practice.  The 

review helped me to discover that many of the clinical skills I possess can be 

directly transferred to research approaches.  I realise however that the level in 

which I utilise such skills may depend on the domain of work I am operating in.  To 

aid my learning in the future, I believe it is crucial for me to seek out appropriate 

supervision and engage in reflective practice as a way of ensuing I maintain the 

Scientist Practitioner model in which practitioner psychologists are required to 

operate.  
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Appendix 1.1: Guidelines for Submission to Dementia: 
International Journal of Social Research and Practice 

 

Dementia publishes original research or original contributions to the existing literature on 

social research and dementia. The journal acts as a major forum for social research of 

direct relevance to improving the quality of life and quality of care for people with 

dementia and their families. 

  

1. Peer review policy 

Dementia operates a strictly anonymous peer review process in which the reviewer’s name 

is withheld from the author and, the author’s name from the reviewer. Each manuscript is 

reviewed by at least two referees. All manuscripts are reviewed as rapidly as possible. 

 

2. Article types 

Dementia welcomes original research or original contributions to the existing literature on 

social research and dementia.  Dementia also welcomes papers on various aspects of 

innovative practice in dementia care. Submissions for this part of the journal should be 

between 750-1500 words. The journal also publishes book reviews. 

 

3. How to submit your manuscript 

Before submitting your manuscript, please ensure you carefully read and adhere to all the 

guidelines and instructions to authors provided below. Manuscripts not conforming to 

these guidelines may be returned.  Dementia is hosted on SAGE track a web based online 

submission and peer review system powered by ScholarOne� Manuscripts. Please read 

the Manuscript Submission guidelines below, and then simply visit 

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/dementia to login and submit your article online. 

IMPORTANT: If you are a new user, you will first need to create an account. Submissions 

should be made by logging in and selecting the Author Center and the 'Click here to Submit 

a New Manuscript' option. Follow the instructions on each page, clicking the 'Next' button 

on each screen to save your work and advance to the next screen. If at any stage you have 

any questions or require the user guide, please use the 'Online Help' button at the top 

right of every screen.  All original papers must be submitted via the online system. If you 

would like to discuss your paper prior to submission, please refer to the contact details 

below. 

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/dementia
http://mchelp.manuscriptcentral.com/gethelpnow/index.html
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Innovative Practice papers must be submitted via the online system. If you would like to 

discuss your paper prior to submission, please email Jo Moriarty jo.moriarty@kcl.ac.uk. 

Books for review should be sent to: Book Review Editor � Dementia, Heather Wilkinson, 

College of Humanities & Social Science, University of Edinburgh, 55-56 George Square, 

Edinburgh, EH8 9JU, UK. Email: hwilkins@staffmail.ed.ac.uk  

 

4. Journal contributor’s publishing agreement     

Before publication SAGE requires the author as the rights holder to sign a Journal 

Contributor’s Publishing Agreement. For more information please visit our Frequently 

Asked Questions on the SAGE Journal Author Gateway. 

Dementia and SAGE take issues of copyright infringement, plagiarism or other breaches of 

best practice in publication very seriously. We seek to protect the rights of our authors and 

we always investigate claims of plagiarism or misuse of articles published in the journal. 

Equally, we seek to protect the reputation of the journal against malpractice. Submitted 

articles may be checked using duplication-checking software. Where an article is found to 

have plagiarised other work or included third-party copyright material without permission 

or with insufficient acknowledgement, or where authorship of the article is contested, we 

reserve the right to take action including, but not limited to: publishing an erratum or 

corrigendum (correction); retracting the article (removing it from the journal); taking up 

the matter with the head of department or dean of the author’s institution and/or relevant 

academic bodies or societies; banning the author from publication in the journal or all 

SAGE journals, or appropriate legal action. 

4.1 SAGE Choice and Open Access 

If you or your funder wish your article to be freely available online to non subscribers 

immediately upon publication (gold open access), you can opt for it to be included in SAGE 

Choice, subject to payment of a publication fee. The manuscript submission and peer 

review procedure is unchanged. On acceptance of your article, you will be asked to let 

SAGE know directly if you are choosing SAGE Choice. To check journal eligibility and the 

publication fee, please visit SAGE Choice. For more information on open access options and 

compliance at SAGE, including self author archiving deposits (green open access) visit SAGE 

Publishing Policies on our Journal Author Gateway.   

 

5. Declaration of conflicting interests 

Within your Journal Contributor's Publishing Agreement you will be required to make a 

certification with respect to a declaration of conflicting interests. It is the policy of 

Dementia to require a declaration of conflicting interests from all authors enabling a 

statement to be carried within the paginated pages of all published articles. 

mailto:jo.moriarty@kcl.ac.uk
mailto:hwilkins@staffmail.ed.ac.uk
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/permissions.sp
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/permissions.sp
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/sagechoice.sp
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalgateway/pubPolicies.htm
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalgateway/pubPolicies.htm
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Please include any declaration at the end of your manuscript after any acknowledgements 

and prior to the references, under a heading 'Declaration of Conflicting Interests'. If no 

declaration is made the following will be printed under this heading in your article: 'None 

Declared'. Alternatively, you may wish to state that 'The Author(s) declare(s) that there is 

no conflict of interest'. 

When making a declaration the disclosure information must be specific and include any 

financial relationship that all authors of the article has with any sponsoring organization 

and the for-profit interests the organization represents, and with any for-profit product 

discussed or implied in the text of the article. 

Any commercial or financial involvements that might represent an appearance of a conflict 

of interest need to be additionally disclosed in the covering letter accompanying your 

article to assist the Editor in evaluating whether sufficient disclosure has been made within 

the Declaration of Conflicting Interests provided in the article. 

Please acknowledge the name(s) of any medical writers who contributed to your article. 

With multiple authors, please indicate whether contributions were equal, or indicate who 

contributed what to the article. 

For more information please visit the SAGE Journal Author Gateway. 

 

6. Other conventions 

6.1 Informed consent 

Submitted manuscripts should be arranged according to the "Uniform Requirements for 

Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals". The full document is available at 

http://icmje.org. When submitting a paper, the author should always make a full 

statement to the Editor about all submissions and previous reports that might be regarded 

as redundant or duplicate publication of the same or very similar work. 

Ethical considerations: All research on human subjects must have been approved by the 

appropriate research body in accordance with national requirements and must conform to 

the principles embodied in the Declaration of Helsinki (http:/www.wma.net) as well as to 

the International Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects and 

the International Guidelines for Ethical Review for Epidemiological Studies 

(http:/www.cioms.ch). An appropriate statement about ethical considerations, if 

applicable, should be included in the methods section of the paper. 

 

6.2 Ethics 

When reporting experiments on human subjects, indicate whether the procedures 

followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible committee on 

human experimentation (institutional or regional) or with the Declaration of Helsinki 1975, 

http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalgateway/pubPolicies.htm
http://icmje.org/
http://www.wma.net/
http://www.cioms.ch/
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revised Hong Kong 1989. Do not use patients' names, initials or hospital numbers, 

especially in illustrative material. When reporting experiments on animals, indicate which 

guideline/law on the care and use of laboratory animals was followed. 

  

7. Acknowledgements 

Any acknowledgements should appear first at the end of your article prior to your 

Declaration of Conflicting Interests (if applicable), any notes and your References. 
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8. Permissions 

Authors are responsible for obtaining permission from copyright holders for reproducing 

any illustrations, tables, figures or lengthy quotations previously published elsewhere. For 

further information including guidance on fair dealing for criticism and review, please visit 

our Frequently Asked Questions on the SAGE Journal Author Gateway. 

  

9. Manuscript style 
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9.2 Journal Style 

Dementia conforms to the SAGE house style. Click here to review guidelines on SAGE UK 

House Style. Lengthy quotations (over 40 words) should be displayed and indented in the 

text. 

Language and terminology. Jargon or unnecessary technical language should be avoided, 

as should the use of abbreviations (such as coded names for conditions). Please avoid the 

use of nouns as verbs (e.g. to access), and the use of adjectives as nouns (e.g. dements). 

Language that might be deemed sexist or racist should not be used. 

Abbreviations. As far as possible, please avoid the use of initials, except for terms in 

common use. Please provide a list, in alphabetical order, of abbreviations used, and spell 

them out (with the abbreviations in brackets) the first time they are mentioned in the text. 

9.3 Reference Style 

Dementia adheres to the APA reference style. Click here to review the guidelines on APA to 

ensure your manuscript conforms to this reference style. 

9.4. Manuscript Preparation 

The text should be double-spaced throughout with generous left and right-hand margins. 

Brief articles should be up to 3000 words and more substantial articles between 5000 and 

8000 words (references are not included in this word limit). At their discretion, the Editors 

will also consider articles of greater length. Innovative practice papers should be between 

750-1500 words. 

9.4.1 Keywords and Abstracts: Helping readers find your article online 

The title, keywords and abstract are key to ensuring readers find your article online 

through online search engines such as Google. Please refer to the information and 

guidance on how best to title your article, write your abstract and select your keywords by 

visiting SAGE’s Journal Author Gateway Guidelines on How to Help Readers Find Your 

Article Online. The abstract should be 100-150 words, and up to five keywords should be 

supplied in alphabetical order. 

9.4.2 Corresponding Author Contact details 

Provide full contact details for the corresponding author including email, mailing address 

and telephone numbers. Academic affiliations are required for all co-authors. These details 

should be presented separately to the main text of the article to facilitate anonymous peer 

review. 

9.4.3 Guidelines for submitting artwork, figures and other graphics 

For guidance on the preparation of illustrations, pictures and graphs in electronic format, 

please visit SAGE’s Manuscript Submission Guidelines.  

http://www.uk.sagepub.com/repository/binaries/pdf/SAGE_UK_style_guide_short.pdf
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/repository/binaries/pdf/APA_reference_style.pdf
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/readership.sp
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/readership.sp
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/submission.sp
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Figures supplied in colour will appear in colour online regardless of whether or not these 

illustrations are reproduced in colour in the printed version. For specifically requested 

colour reproduction in print, you will receive information regarding the costs from SAGE 

after receipt of your accepted article. 

9.4.4 Guidelines for submitting supplemental files  

This journal is able to host approved supplemental materials online, alongside the full-text 

of articles. Supplemental files will be subjected to peer-review alongside the article. For 

more information please refer to SAGE’s Guidelines for Authors on Supplemental Files. 

9.4.5 English Language Editing services 

Non-English speaking authors who would like to refine their use of language in their 

manuscripts might consider using a professional editing service. Visit English Language 

Editing Services for further information.  

 

10. After acceptance             

10.1 Proofs 

We will email a PDF of the proofs to the corresponding author. 

10.2 E-Prints 

SAGE provides authors with access to a PDF of their final article. For further information 

please visit http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/reprint.sp. 

10.3 SAGE Production 

At SAGE we work to the highest production standards. We attach great importance to our 

quality service levels in copy-editing, typesetting, printing, and online publication 

(http://online.sagepub.com/). We also seek to uphold excellent author relations 

throughout the publication process.  We value your feedback to ensure we continue to 

improve our author service levels. On publication all corresponding authors will receive a 

brief survey questionnaire on your experience of publishing in Dementia with SAGE. 

10.4 OnlineFirst Publication 

Dementia offers OnlineFirst, a feature offered through SAGE’s electronic journal platform, 

SAGE Journals Online. It allows final revision articles (completed articles in queue for 

assignment to an upcoming issue) to be hosted online prior to their inclusion in a final print 

and online journal issue which significantly reduces the lead time between submission and 

publication. For more information please visit our OnlineFirst Fact Sheet.  

  

http://www.sagepub.co.uk/repository/binaries/doc/Supplemental_data_on_sjo_guidelines_for_authors.doc
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/submission.sp
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/submission.sp
http://www.sagepub.co.uk/authors/journal/reprint.sp
http://online.sagepub.com/
http://online.sagepub.com/sphelp/SageColl_PAP.dtl
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Appendix 1.2: Quality Appraisal Framework (Walsh and Downe, 2006) 

Stages Essential Criteria Specific Prompts Criteria Met? Yes/ 
Partially/ No 

Scope and 
Purpose 

Clear statement of and 
rationale for research 
question/ aims/purposes 

Clarity of focus demonstrated  
 
Explicit purpose given, such as descriptive/explanatory intent, theory 
building, hypothesis testing  
 
Link between research and existing knowledge demonstrated 
 

 

Study thoroughly 
contextualised by 
existing literature 

Evidence of systematic approach to literature review, location of literature 
to contextualise the findings, or both 
 

 

Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Method / design 
apparent and consistent 
with research intent 

Rationale given for use of qualitative design  
 
Discussion of epistemological/ ontological grounding  
 
Rationale explored for specific qualitative method (e.g. ethnography, 
grounded theory, phenomenology)  
 
Discussion of why particular method chosen is most appropriate / sensitive/  
relevant for research question /aims  
 
Setting appropriate 
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Stages Essential Criteria Specific Prompts Criteria Met? Yes/ 
Partially/ No 

Design (cont) Data collection strategy 
apparent and 
appropriate 

Were data collection methods appropriate for type of data required and for 
specific qualitative method?  
 
Were they likely to capture the complexity/diversity of experience and 
illuminate context in sufficient detail?  
 
Was triangulation of data sources used if appropriate? 
 

 

Sampling 
strategy 

Sample and sampling 
method appropriate 

Selection criteria detailed, and description of how sampling was undertaken  
 
Justification for sampling strategy given  
 
Thickness of description likely to be achieved from sampling  
 
 Any disparity between planned and actual sample explained 
 

 

Analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Analytic approach 
appropriate 

Approach made explicit (e.g. Thematic distillation, constant comparative 
method, grounded theory)  
 
Was it appropriate for the qualitative method chosen?  
 
Was data managed by software package or by hand and why?  
 
Discussion of how coding systems/conceptual frameworks evolved  
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Stages Essential Criteria Specific Prompts Criteria Met? Yes/ 
Partially/ No 

Analysis 
(Cont) 

How was context of data retained during analysis  
 
Evidence that the subjective meanings of participants were portrayed  
 
Evidence of more than one researcher involved in stages if appropriate to 
epistemological/theoretical stance  
 
Did research participants have any involvement in analysis (e.g. member 
checking)  
 
Evidence provided that data reached saturation or discussion/rationale if it 
did not 
 
Evidence that deviant data was sought, or discussion/ rationale if it was not 
 

Interpretation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Context described and 
taken account of in 
interpretation 
 

Description of social/physical and interpersonal contexts of data collection  
Evidence that researcher spent time ‘dwelling with the data’, interrogating 
it for competing/alternative explanations of phenomena 

 

Clear audit trail given Sufficient discussion of research processes such that others can follow 
‘decision trail’ 
 

 

Data used to support 
interpretation 

Extensive use of field notes entries/ verbatim interview quotes in discussion 
of findings  
Clear exposition of how interpretation led to conclusions 
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Stages Essential Criteria Specific Prompts Criteria Met? Yes/ 
Partially/ No 

Reflexivity 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Researcher reflexivity 
demonstrated 

Discussion of relationship between researcher and participants during 
fieldwork  
 
Demonstration of researcher’s influence on stages of research process  
 
Evidence of self-awareness/ insight  
 
Documentation of effects of the research on researcher 
 
Evidence of how problems/ complications met were dealt with 
 

 

Ethical 
dimensions 
 
 
 
 

Demonstration of 
sensitivity to ethical 
concerns 

Ethical committee approval granted  
 
Clear commitment to integrity, honesty, transparency, equality and mutual 
respect in relationships with participants  
 
Evidence of fair dealing with all research participants  
 
Recording of dilemmas met and how resolved in relation to ethical issues  
 
Documentation of how autonomy, consent, confidentiality, anonymity were 
managed 
 

 

Relevance and 
transferability 

Relevance and 
transferability evident 

Sufficient evidence for typicality specificity to be assessed 
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Stages Essential Criteria Specific Prompts Criteria Met? Yes/ 
Partially/ No 

Relevance and 
transferability 
(cont) 

Analysis interwoven with existing theories and other relevant explanatory 
literature drawn from similar settings and studies  
 
Discussion of how explanatory propositions/emergent theory may fit other 
contexts  
 
Limitations/ weaknesses of study clearly outlined  
 
Clearly resonates with other knowledge and experience  
 
Results/ conclusions obviously supported by evidence  
 
Interpretation plausible and ‘makes sense’  
 
Provides new insights and increases understanding  
 
Significance for current policy and practice outlined  
 
Assessment of value/empowerment for participants  
 
Outlines further directions for investigation  
 
Comment on whether aims/purposes of research were achieved 
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Appendix 2.1: Major Research Project Proposal 

 

Exploring Patient and Carer Experiences of Early Cognitive Decline 

Abstract 

Background: The pathway towards a diagnosis of dementia has been shown to be 

hindered by difficulties in recognising initial symptoms and delays in help-seeking.   Aims:  

Using qualitative methodology, the study will explore how people with symptoms (PWS) 

and their significant others perceive and make sense of the onset of early stage cognitive 

decline.  Methods:  Purposeful sampling will recruit people presenting with early stage 

symptoms characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease or vascular dementia, at a NHS memory 

clinic.  Separate semi-structured interviews lasting 30 - 45 minutes each will be conducted 

with up to five patient and significant other dyads.  The interviews will be transcribed and 

analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis.  Applications:  This area of 

research may to contribute to local service design to target information for raising 

awareness of early stage cognitive decline and to increase access to memory clinic 

services.  Word Count: 139 

 

Introduction 

Receiving a diagnosis of dementia is often the initial access point to a range of treatments, 

care and support for the person with symptoms (PWS) and their family.  In the United 

Kingdom, it is estimated that over half of people with dementia do not receive a formal 

diagnosis of the disease (Alzheimer’s Society, 2013).  For those who do receive formal 

identification, the pathway towards diagnosis remains prolonged through difficulties in 
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initial symptom recognition and delays in help-seeking (Buntinx, et al., 2011).  Outcomes 

from Australian (Speechly, et al., 2008) and British (Chrisp, et al., 2011) caregiver samples 

recorded delays of 1.9 and 2.4 years, respectively, between initial symptom recognition 

and help-seeking, with confirmed diagnoses taking, on average,  3.1 years (Speechly, et al., 

2008; Chrisp, et al., 2011).  Qualitative reviews have considered PWS and caregiver 

experiences of the pre-diagnostic pathway of dementia (Steeman, et al., 2006; de Boer, et 

al., 2007), responses to initial symptoms, and receiving and adapting to a diagnosis (Bunn, 

et al., 2012). 

 

Initial Symptom Recognition 

A meta-synthesis of 28 qualitative studies (total sample N = 414, median sample N=12, 

Steeman, et al., 2006) and a systematic review of 50 qualitative studies (de Boer et al., 

2007) reviewed the transitional experiences of early stage dementia and demonstrated 

pre-diagnostic symptom recognition follows a greatly individualised course.  De Boer et al., 

(2007) delineated PWS experiences were characterised by losing skills and competence in 

usual activities, changes in significant relationships, and increased fear, insecurity and 

confusion.  From the perspective of family caregivers, the first indicators of dementia were 

subtle difficulties with word finding, calculations and new tasks, reduced participation in 

usual activities, personality changes and problems driving (Cocoran, 2009; Innes, et al., 

2012).  Hayes, et al., (2010) reported spousal caregivers differentially detected symptoms; 

husbands were slower to notice symptom emergence in their spouses and relied on social 

prompts before engaging with services.   Spousal wives delayed their husbands’ diagnosis 

to conserve their own identity and role within the relationship (Hayes et al., 2010).  

Further, Leung et al., (2011) explored the pre-diagnostic pathway from both the PWS’s and 

family perspectives.  Early symptom recognition was experienced by all participants up to 
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four years prior to diagnosis; the PWS often had earlier insight into their cognitive decline.  

Despite earlier symptom awareness, the qualitative literature describes how PWS make 

efforts to cope and may attribute the symptoms to normal ageing or contextual stressors 

(Steeman, et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2007 Leung et al., 2011; Innes et al., 2012).  When 

symptom severity increases or a ‘critical incident’ occurs, PWS have been shown to begin 

attend to the symptoms as abnormal.  PWS may deny or minimise symptoms or avoid 

discussions (de Boer et al., 2007; Leung et al., 2011; Innes et al., 2012), and form strategies 

to monitor deterioration, while maintaining their sense of self through increased vigilance 

and avoidance of their usual activities (Steeman et al., 2006).   

 

Help-Seeking Triggers  

Despite PWS and family’s symptom awareness, the literature indicates people delay help-

seeking by considering the legitimacy of their concerns, questioning symptom presence 

and validity, and rationalising the symptoms towards normal ageing or comorbid health 

related issues (Chrisp et al., 2012a; Innes et al, 2012).  Help-seeking by family can be 

constrained by denial and resistance from the PWS and other family members, and 

concern for the PWS’s reaction (Chrisp et al., 2012a).  Further, a systematic review of 

minority ethnic groups reported caregiver help-seeking was also hindered by attributions 

towards the causes of dementia, stigma, shame and negative interactions with healthcare 

services (Mukadam, et al., 2011; Bunn et al., 2012).   

 

Research examining help-seeking trigger events has shown that change in the PWS’s 

functioning is a key facilitator for health service engagement.  Leung et al., (2011) 

examined PWS’s perspectives and described when individuals initiated contact with their 
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GP, prior to family involvement, the PWS was typically functioning within the expected 

range and no diagnoses were made.  The qualitative literature from caregiver perspectives 

highlights, it is often the carer or family member who pursues of a formal diagnosis, often 

preceded by ‘crisis points’ (Hinton, et al., 2004; Chrisp et al., 2012a).  Family caregivers 

reported noticing and raising concerns when the PWS’s coping strategies began to fail, 

however they continued to monitor them until the need for an explanation became 

greater or the ability, from either party, to maintain normal function deteriorated 

(Steeman et al., 2006; Bunn et al., 2012; Innes et al., 2012).  This followed when there were 

uncertainties about symptoms (Chrisp et al., 2012a), behavioural disturbances emerged 

(Eustace et al., 2007) cognitive decline became greater, predominantly memory difficulties 

and disorientation (Streams, et al., 2003), daily function became impaired or factors 

unrelated to the PWS, most commonly recommendations from other family or health care 

providers arose (Streams et al., 2003; Leung et al., 2011).   

 

The Process of Symptom Recognition and Help-Seeking 

Keady and Nolan (2003) proposed the pre-diagnostic phase is characterised by the PWS 

and their family member initially ‘working separately’ whereby both consider symptom 

presence and its legitimacy but will not communicate this with anyone.  It is proposed this 

changes to the process of ‘working together’ when both the PWS and their family member 

recognise and acknowledge symptoms and seek help together.   Chrisp, et al., (2012b) 

highlighted the transition towards ‘working together’ was dependent upon the carer 

becoming accepting of the carer role and placing the PWS into the sick role.  Chrisp et al., 

(2012b) argued it was this process and the responses from the PWS and other family which 

delay the transition to help-seeking.   
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Rationale for the study 

Qualitative research describes the onset of dementia as a transitional process for the PWS 

and caregivers, which follows a pathway characterised by gradual adjustment and 

accommodation (Steeman, et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2007; Bunn et al., 2012; Chrisp et al., 

2012a; Innes et al., 2012).  The attributions people make in retrospective recall has been 

shown to change after a dementia diagnosis is confirmed (Clare, et al., 2005; Innes et al, 

2012).  The majority of qualitative studies have, however, reviewed PWS and caregiver 

experiences of the pre-diagnostic period, up to two years post diagnosis (Streams et al., 

2003; Steeman, et al., 2006; Cocoran, 2009; Hayes et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2011; Innes et 

al., 2012; Bunn et al., 2012;)  Therefore, alterations in the accounts of the pre-diagnostic 

period may have occurred.  Few studies have considered the experience of the pre-

diagnostic period for PWS (Robinson, et al., 1997, N=8) and family caregivers (Chrisp et al., 

2012, N=20) during the memory clinic assessment process prior to receiving a formal 

diagnosis.   In addition, the literature highlights the complex transitions and interactions 

between the PWS and their family in the pre-diagnostic period and how this impacts upon 

the decision to seek support from formal sources (Leung et al., 2011; Chrisp et al., 2012a).  

However to date, no studies have explored the experience of PWS and family caregiver 

dyads prior to a formal diagnosis being made.  It is proposed to explore the experience of 

early stage cognitive decline in pre-diagnostic period and decisions to attend memory 

clinics, from the perspective of PWS and their significant other.   
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Aims and Research Questions 

Aims 

The present study proposes to consider the lived experience of early stage cognitive 

decline in the pre-diagnostic phase for the PWS and their significant others, before a 

formal diagnosis is made.   Specifically, this will consider the timeline and decision making 

process from initial symptom experience to accessing memory clinic services.      

 

Main Research Question 

How do PWS and their significant others perceive and make sense of early stage cognitive 

decline?  

 

Secondary Research Questions  

Describe the key features of early stage cognitive decline as it is understood by the people 

attending memory clinic services. 

 

To what extent does Keady and Nolan’s (2003) proposal of families “working separately” 

and “working together,” account for people initiating attendance at memory clinic 

services.     
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Plan of Investigation 

Design 

Qualitative research focuses upon the phenomenon under study from the insider’s 

perspective; such approaches have been used extensively to examine the experience of 

dementia (Steeman et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2007; Bunn et al., 2012).  Specifically, 

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) explores how individuals make sense of 

their personal and social world in order to understand the meanings they attach to specific 

experiences (Smith and Osborn, 2003).  The current study proposes to use IPA to interpret 

semi-structured interviews, designed to explore PWS’s and their significant other’s 

experiences of early symptom onset and accessing memory services.   

 

Settings and Equipment  

Previous qualitative research on dementia recruited participants through memory clinics 

(Steeman, et al., 2006; Leung et al., 2011; Bunn et al., 2012; Chrisp, et al., 2012).  The NHS 

Greater Glasgow and Clyde memory clinics in West Dunbartonshire provide an assessment 

and diagnostic service for dementia.   Patients are most often referred by their GP.  At the 

initial appointment the clinician will meet with the PWS and their significant other, and 

assess them in relation to diagnostic criteria for dementia and complete a brief cognitive 

assessment (Addenbrookes Cognitive Examination –III edition (ACE-III), or Montreal 

Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), or equivalent).  The clinician may arrange further psychiatric 

or psychological assessments or neuroimaging.  The assessment results are delineated at a 

further appointment, typically four weeks later, after investigations are completed.  

Possible outcomes from the assessment can be a dementia diagnosis, watchful waiting, 

discharge, or, an alternative diagnosis.  The present study will be conducted at PWS’s usual 
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memory clinic within NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde property.  If participants are 

normally visited at home by the memory clinic team, the interviews will be conducted in 

the participant’s home.  Home visits will be conducted while working in accordance to the 

local memory clinic’s risk assessment and NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde and The University 

of Glasgow’s Lone Working Policies.   

 

Participants 

In accordance with IPA, purposeful, homogenous and well defined sampling of participants 

for whom the research question is significant will be completed (Smith and Osborn, 2003).  

Such sampling allows the examination of the psychological variability within the sample 

and specific patterns of convergence and divergence (Smith, et al., 2009).  Therefore, PWS 

who attend for an initial memory assessment with their significant other will be eligible to 

participate if they are;  

 Aged over 65 years, 

 English speaking, (due to interviewer and interpreter constraints) 

 Presenting with symptoms characteristic of early stage Alzheimer’s disease or 

vascular dementia, 

 Able to recall the period of initial symptom onset and judged by the memory clinic 

clinician to be able to provide informed consent to participate. 

 

PWS will be excluded from participation, who present with; 

 Symptoms of moderate to severe dementia, fronto-temporal lobar degeneration 

or young onset dementia, (initial symptoms and triggers are shown to differ, van 

Villet, et al., (2012)),  
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 Significant co-morbid mental health difficulties which impact upon their 

functioning, 

 Aphasia or verbal communication difficulties,   

 Inability to recall the pre-diagnostic period or provide informed consent, 

 No significant other to validate the pre-diagnostic period. 

 

A significant other is implicitly defined as the person who attends the memory clinic 

appointment with the PWS, who knows the PWS well and, has had regular contact with 

them before, and since the onset of the symptoms.   

 

Measures 

The ACE-III (Hodges, 2012) is a brief assessment considering the cognitive domains of 

attention, memory, verbal fluency, language and visuo-spatial abilities.  A score out of 100 

is derived, with cut off scores of 82 and 88 indicating specificity and sensitivity for 

dementia, respectively.  A score of 75 is noted in practice as indicating probable dementia.   

The MoCA (Nasreddine et al., 2005) is a brief cognitive assessment which considers the 

major cognitive domains and has discriminatory ability to distinguish mild cognitive 

impairment or mild Alzheimer’s disease from normal controls.  A score out of 30 is derived, 

with a cut of score of 26 noted in practice as indicating probable dementia.  Administration 

of either of these measures takes up to 20 minutes and contributes to usual practice within 

NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde Memory Clinics.    
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Recruitment Procedure  

The NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde Memory Clinic clinicians will be provided with the study 

information by the principal researcher (See Appendix 2.2).  The clinicians will be advised 

to introduce the study to PWS attending their first appointment, with their significant 

other, who meet inclusion criteria to participate.  The clinician will provide the participant 

dyads with an information sheet introducing the study (See Appendix 2.3).   The dyad will 

be advised to contact the memory clinic, prior to their next appointment, to express 

interest in participating.  The clinic staff will then provide the participant dyad’s contact 

details to the principal researcher.   

 

Research Procedure 

The principal researcher will invite the participant dyad to attend their usual memory clinic 

for the research interviews.   To enable individuals to make an informed decision to 

participate, the research interview will be scheduled at least 24 hours after the potential 

participants were provided with the information sheet and will be held between the 

memory clinics appointments which are typically scheduled three to four weeks apart.   

This will allow participants to have discussed their concerns with a health care 

professional, but to prior to the symptoms being formally attributed to a diagnosis of 

dementia.  It is reasoned that this procedure will allow participants adequate time and 

information to consider whether to take part.  Participation will not delay usual treatment.  

The PWS’s capacity to participate will be informed by the memory clinician’s and principal 

researcher’s clinical judgement, as well as the cognitive assessment score.  Informed 

written consent (See Appendices 2.4 and 2.5) from both of the participant dyad will be 

sought prior to participation. 
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A semi-structured interview, lasting up to 30 – 45 minutes each, will be conducted 

separately with the PWS and their significant other.  Holding two separate interviews is 

proposed to allow analysis of the lived experience from two perspectives and will serve to 

validate and increase the reliability of the information.  Breaks will be offered throughout 

the interviews, as required.  A review of the dementia literature informed the interview 

schedule (Appendix 2.8).  Pilot interviews with one participant dyad will be held to ensure 

that the schedule effectively elicits the topic of interest and can be completed in the 

estimated time.  A de-brief discussion will be offered by the principal researcher at the end 

of each interview.   Participants will be directed to memory clinic staff and relevant 

information if participating raises any distress or concerns.  Participants can request a 

summary of the research outcomes.  To characterise the research sample, the PWS’s 

cognitive assessment score (ACE-III or MoCA or equivalent) and subsequent diagnosis will 

be requested from the memory clinic.   

 

Justification of sample size 

The sample size for IPA research is understood to be dependent on the degree of 

commitment to the case study level of analysis, the richness of the individual cases and the 

specific research constraints (Smith and Osborn, 2003).  Qualitative studies considering 

dementia have used samples between one and 84 participants (Steeman et al., 2006; 

Cocoran, 2009; Leung et al, 2011; Chrisp, et al., 2012a; Innes et al., 2012).  Professional 

doctorates are advised to conduct between four and ten interviews, and can use 

interviews to explore one phenomenon from multiple perspectives to develop a detailed 

and multifaceted account of the phenomenon (Smith et al., 2009).  It is proposed to recruit 

four to five participant (PWS and significant other) dyads to the study.    It is anticipated 

this will provide representative narratives to explore the phenomenon in adequate detail.  
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A recent audit of the service indicated 23 patients were referred to the memory clinic and 

seen over a four month period.  Therefore recruitment of the sample size is expected to be 

feasible in the projected time.     

 

Data Analysis 

The interviews will be transcribed verbatim and anonymised, with patient identifying 

information removed.  The transcriptions will be checked for accuracy and completeness 

and stored on an NHS password protected encrypted laptop.  The recordings will then be 

deleted.   In accordance with IPA protocols, the principal researcher will follow practical 

guidance of the stages involved in IPA (Smith et al., 2009).  A secondary rater (academic 

supervisor) will independently rate a random selection to validate inter-rater reliability on 

the themes identified. 

 

Health and Safety   

The study will comply with standard University of Glasgow and NHS Greater Glasgow and 

Clyde research practice procedures to ensure the safety of the researcher and participants. 

 

Ethics  

Participants will not be coerced into the study and will have the option to withdraw at any 

time, with no impact or delay on their on-going treatment and care.  Standardised written 

information will be provided.  Confidentiality will be explained to the participants and 

there will be an opportunity to discuss any concerns.  Written informed consent will be 

sought for each participant and on-going consent will be monitored throughout the 
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interviews through participant verbal and visual cues.  Data will be handled and stored in 

accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998) and NHS policy.  All identifying information 

will be removed prior to final analysis. 

 

Finance 

The project will cost £17.25 for stationary, recording and transcription equipment will be 

borrowed from the University Department. 

 

Project Timetable  

The project proposal will be submitted to the University of Glasgow on 15th April 2013. It is 

anticipated any amendments to the proposal will be completed by June 2013, and 

thereafter final approval for the project from the University of Glasgow will be obtained.  

Application for ethical approval for the project will be sought in November 2013, with final 

approval anticipated to be received within three months, by January 2014.  Initial pilot 

interviews and recruitment to the project is anticipated to six months to be completed.  

Analysis of the project will take up to three months and the write up of the research will 

take up to two months.   The final research paper will be submitted as part of the clinical 

research portfolio in November 2015. 

 

Practical Applications 

This area of research may contribute to local service design to target information for 

raising awareness of early stage cognitive decline at primary to tertiary levels of care.  The 

outcomes may also increase the awareness of health professionals to the factors 
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influencing patient and carer decisions to seek access to memory clinic services.  Increased 

knowledge of early stage experiences may help local services and health professionals 

encourage people with symptoms and their carers to seek GP and memory clinic 

consultation at an earlier stage in symptom onset.  In turn this may allow for increased 

dementia recognition and diagnoses, earlier care planning and access to evidence based 

pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions, in accordance with Scotland’s 

National Dementia Strategy (The Scottish Government, 2010).    
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Appendix 2.2: Staff Information Sheet
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Appendix 2.3: Participant Information Sheet
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Appendix 2.4: Participant Consent Form (Patient)
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Appendix 2.5: Participant Consent Form (Significant Other)
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Appendix 2.6: Participant Questionnaire
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Appendix 2.7: Letter to Memory Clinic Team 
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Appendix 2.8: Interview Schedule 
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Appendix 2.12: Major Amendment 01: NHS GG&C Research 
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Appendix 2.14: Major Amendment 02 NHS GG&C Research 
& Development Approval  
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Appendix 2.15: Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, 
Analytic Procedure (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2013) 

Stage Process 

1. Reading and  
re-reading 

To ensure the participant becomes the focus of the 
analysis, the process begins by immersing oneself in 
the individual’s account.  Repeated reading of the 
account allows for active engagement with the data.  
The analysis may include noting of striking 
observations and understand the narratives that 
serve to bind the interview. 
 

2. Initial Noting The analyst remains open to the content of the 
transcript and engages in a process of recording 
exploratory comments by making descriptive, 
linguistic and conceptual comments throughout the 
entire transcript.  Personal reflection is used to 
consider influences to the conceptual level of 
analysis.   
  

3. Developing 
Emergent Themes 

Using the exploratory comments to develop themes 
of the data.  The themes reflect both the 
participant’s words and the analyst’s interpretation 
of the data. 
 

4. Searching for 
Connections across 
Emergent Themes 

The analyst charts or maps the themes to understand 
how they link together.  This can include techniques 
of abstraction, subsumption, polarisation, 
contextualisation, numeration and function.  
The analyst may then use a graphic or table to 
represent the structure of emergent themes. 
 

5. Moving to the Next 
Case 

The analytic process is repeated, ensuring each 
account is treated on its own terms, sectioning off 
the emergent themes from the original transcript 
while working on the current account. 
 

6. Looking for Patterns 
across Cases 

The analyst moves across each set of emergent 
themes, looking for links and commonalities between 
them.  The process may highlight higher order 
qualities as well as idiosyncratic instances.  
The final result of themes is presented in a graphic or 
table showing the connections for the group as a 
whole. 
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Appendix 2.16: Selected Transcript Extracts 

Sample coded interview transcript; Patient - Steven  

Emergent Themes Original Transcript Exploratory Comments  

 347 Int: And how are you feeling about your memory changes?  

Changes in memory cause 
low mood and frustration 

348 
349 

S: well eh a bit cheesed off [pause], should I use the word 
depressed?  Eh, I, I’m pretty cheesed off that I do forget things. 

“cheesed off” – repetition, emphasising 
frustration, forgetting causes significant 
impact on his mood 

Memory problems often 
most annoying part of life 

350 
351 

The person that annoys me the most in this world is me, because 
of that, and because, I’ve said that before, and I actually mean it. 

Memory problems are the most annoying 
aspect of his life Is this something that is 
repeatedly on his mind? 

Memory problems lead to 
worry about being viewed 
negatively by others 

352 
353 
354 
355 

I get more irritated with my own feeling like that than eh, other 
people forget things or annoy me in other ways and I just think, 
“oh he’s an idiot.” That doesn’t really bother me if he’s an idiot, 
but it does bother me if I’m an idiot.  

Feels irritated.   
“doesn’t bother me,” minimises concerns 
related to other’s behaviour  Is personal 
concern related to other people viewing him 
negatively?  Idiot – fear for the future? 

 356 I:  Mmm uhuh.  So it is bothering you at the moment?  

Memory problems are 
troublesome as there is 
nothing that can be done 

357 
358 
359 

S: Yes it bothers me that eh, it kind of lands me in the soup 
occasionally and eh, you know as far as I understand there is 
nothing that can be done about it.   

“lands me in the soup”- in trouble? In a bad 
situation? 
Few interventions to help memory 

Family history prompts 
symptom monitoring 

359 
360 

The other relevant thing about it all was that my late mother had 
the same condition, starting at approximately the same age.  

Familial history of dementia.  Is his age a 
trigger for monitoring himself? 

 361 I: Right   

Family history triggers 
desire to avoid the same 
path 

362 
363 

S: And she, she declined over a dozen years and eventually went 
totally doolally.  Which is a situation I certainly do not envy.   

Disease progression was over many years.  
“totally doolally” completely lost her mind 
No desire to repeat mother’s illness 
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Sample coded interview transcript; Significant Other - Helen 

Emergent Themes Original Transcript Exploratory Comments  

Memory problems trigger 

search for understanding  

280 

281 

282 

H:So, I probably did write a lot off to that, but then it gets to the 

stage where you just think, you can’t keep saying it, that her bad 

memory is cause of that, 

“write a lot off to that”- disregards problem.  

Considering whether poor memory is better 

attributed to other causes. 

Declining memory is 

expected with normal 

ageing  

282 

283 

284 

                                               and I know that your memory does get 

worse, I mean I know my memory’s is getting worse, and I’m only 

42 and I do try and exercise my memory you know.   

Description of ageing beliefs; is she comparing 

her functioning to her mother’s as a 

representation of what is abnormal? 

Memory and calculation 

exercises prevent cognitive 

decline 

285 

286 

287 

I even do things like, even exercise my brain in every way like at 

work rather that use my calculator to count up all the money at 

the end I try and use my mind to do it.   

“exercise my brain” – implies maintaining 

heath.  Strategy to keep mind active: Does she 

believe this will avoid future decline? 

Exercising memory 

prevents decline in older 

age 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

I just think your brain is a kind of a muscle and I suppose in a way 

you just have to keep using it to keep it healthy and keep it 

working and I try and do that and I know that obviously as you get 

older your memory does get worse, especially and I don’t think my 

mum does exercise her memory or her brain.   

“Kind of a muscle” - brain requires stimulation 

to promote health.   Beliefs of normal ageing. 

Contrasts between her use of exercises and 

her mum’s; does she think lack of exercise 

contributed to her mother’s decline? 

Reading keeps the brain 

active 

292 

293 

294 

295 

She does read, she reads a lot, and I guess that’s a way of, apart 

from that she doesn’t really, I don’t think she really exercises her 

brain very much,  maybe that’s caused the deterioration in 

memory as well, 

Mother exercises her brain through reading: is 

this an overt decision to keep reading? 

Absence of activity to stimulate her mother’s 

memory: is she seeking a specific cause? 

Forgetting causes increased 

concern for decline 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

 emm but it was more the fact that I had just dropped my son and 

the dog off and literally eight, nine hours later my mum’s 

expecting me home and I’d told her I wouldn’t be home, that was 

when I started to really, to really start to think about it and think 

right, something is not quite right here.   

Care arrangements for son a trigger for 

greater monitoring; has the time between 

prompting become smaller?   

“really, to really start” emphasis on effort to 

consider changes.  
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Appendix 2.17 Super and Subordinate Themes – All 
Interviews  

(Pink: patient themes; Purple: significant other’s subordinate themes) 
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Appendix 2.18 Participant Representation across Themes 
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Dyad 

1 

Claire 2  1 1 1 1  1 1  1 1   10 

Alan 1  1 1   1    1 2   7 

Dyad 

2 

Beth 1 1      1 1 1 2 1   8 

Tommy  2    1 1 1     1  6 

Dyad 

3 

Steven   1 1   2  1  1 1  1 8 

Nancy  1 1 1  1     1 1   6 

Dyad 

4 

Susan 2 1     1 1 1 1   1  8 

Helen  2  1 1   1 1  1 1 1 1 10 

Dyad 

5 

Colin    1 1 1    1 1 1   2 8 

Sandra   1  1 1 1      1  5 

Total Quotes 6 7 6 6 4 4 6 5 4 5 8 7 4 4  

 

 


